New Director of
Student Activities
is fin all y foun d
by Carla Thompson

Echo Photo Contest Winner - A Januar y Sunset Over Runnel 's Hill
If you have ever lived on third floor Foss during jan plan , you cannot hel p but noti ce the outrageous
sunsets over RunnaPs Hill. Color film may have been more appropriate but I think the shades of black
relate how intense this sunset re ally was . The view fro m on top of the water tower is not bad either !
By Steve Mansfi eld Other cont est winners on pages 10 and 11.

Colby's new Director of
Student Activities , Wesley
Lucas , will start work here
a week before Christmas
break , in the position formerly occupied by Pat
Chasse.
His major responsibilities
will include : coordination
of all Roberts Union
operations; advising student
organizations and providing
for
student
leadership
tra ining ; the ad ministration
of the Colby Outdoor
Orientation Trips Pro gra m
(COOT ) ; coordination of all
Commenc ement programs ;
offer ing
student
^ and
counsell ing too.
Lucas gradua ted from
Albri ght College in Readin g,
Penna ., where he ma jored
in En glish and history, with
a liberal arts degree. In
1977, he received an M.S. in
Recreation Administration .
From 1966 to 1968, Lucas

served as a commissioned

officer in the U.S. Army s
Military Intelligence , where
lie participated in both
administrative and training
activities.
He also undertook a tour of duty in
Vietnam. During the next 10
years , Luca s worked as a
commercial salesman for
the 3M Company in the
metropolitan New York City
area and also as a sales
director for RCA records ,
and
Record
World
Magazine.
He directed a summer
recrea ti on pro gram a n d
was an instructor at the
State University of New
York-Cortland and he was
Distr ict Execut ive of the
Boy Scouts of America in
Dryden , N.Y.
Most
recentl y,
after
earning a B.S.A. and
master ing the sk ills of
managemen t an d Human
relationshi p Sk ills, Lucus
worked as Direc tor of
Continued on Pa ge3

Buildings and Grounds vote to unioni ze occurs Dec.17
union vote was in March
1978 when they decided
Colby 's 70 Building s and against
(he
joining
Grounds workers wUl vote Teamsters Union.
next Thur sda y on whether
The union , which was
or not to join the AFL-CI O's invited to organize the
Service
Employees workers , determined there
International Union, Boston was an acceptable "unit" or
Local 254. B & G' s last number of employees which
by Greg Nemrow

Faculty rescinds
student signatures

Faculty members voted last night 79-24 to rescind the
requirement tha t students sign their All-College
evaluation forms. The vote at the December faculty
meeting reversed the decision the faculty took last
month when in a 5149 count they decided upon students
signing the new forms,
No definitive results on student evaluation attitudes
had been obtained from the signed forms already turned
in to Dean Paul Dorain 's office, but the faculty
rescinded the rule anyway , based on student displeasure
and second thoughts ,
On another vote of 88-22, the faculty agreed to
disregard this semester 's All-College forms filled out
after 5:45 pm on December 8. Forms filled out prior to
this will be used only because a profe ssor new U> Colby
this yean Was promised tenure based on this semesters
evaluations.
A retaliatory motion, prior to these votes , had been
proposed by Priscilla Dole, She called for the: discontinuance of the teacher evaluation pro cess beginnin g in
1062, That motion was ruled out of order on the basis of
i:
germanen ess.
Also at the meeting, a new joint college semester
study progra m in Sri Lanka was announced t>y Dorain ,

could be represented at B &
G.
The National Labor
Relations Board said then
that an election could be
held here , and one of its
representatives from Boston
would be present along with
other observers on the 17th
when the election is held .
The Service Employees
International , which according to Colby's Vice
President
of Operations
Stan Nicholson " comes
closer to the functions " of B
& G than did the Teamsters ,
must get a majority plus
one of the votes cast in
order to represent the
workers , Not all workers
would have to join the union
then , but in the future the
union could ask the college
to only hire new B & G
employees willing to join it.
Nicholson said that the
employees, in inviting the
union , had no formal list of
demands as in a contract
talk situation , and that even
if they did , printing them
could bo regarded as illegal
interference with the approaching election.
To
date , Local 254 has not

mounted a lar ge visible

campaign with the workers
either.
One off-campus

organ ization meeting was
held though.
If any big
effort
was
campa ign
mounted , it . would be next

"It 's not going to be the also said that a Boston
end of the world," said consultant was presently
Nicholson , if a union is helping both the advoted in.

He said some ministration

week.
structural changes would be foremen
He also hoped that no enacted with regards to

third party
would be negotiations
necessary to take part in
college-employee
Seeing no<
negotiations.
reason why established ;
techn iques
management
couldn't work normally at
Colby , Nicholson said it was
"traditional of colleges and
managers to believe that
they can deal effectively
with worker problems or
gripes . without
outside
v.
organizations. "
part
,
For the college's
Nicholson has held meetings
with B & G' s Ansel Gr indell
and Plant Director Stan
Palmer concerning employee needs such as health
care and salaries. He said
administration
the
operations would look at
any problems the workers
had and would
¦ attempt to
find any "underl ying"
problems that may have
prompted B & G to seek
union statu s. He indicated
that the college was looking
beyond the elections to keep
its employees happy.
¦
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Capital Drive shows promi se, but
it's slow to do even that
Hosp ital improvements
Mid Maine Medical Center 's Thayer Unit on
North St. opened up a new floor this week. This
constituted only one phase of the hospital's Project
2000, which, while reducing the total number of beds
in the Thayer and Seton hospitals from 349 to 294,
will increase patient services, eliminate duplication
of department and upgrade older hospital sections.
Thayer was built in 1950 and Seton in 1963.
Among the changes have been a consolidation of
all " acute care" facilities into one wing at Thayer.
Next July, the $15 million Alfond Cancer Center will
open at Thayer and will feature a linear accelerator
radiation therapy machine. Presently, patients
must travel to Bangor or Portland to receive that
treatment.

nhvironmental grant
The S & H Foundation has awarded Colby College

$2 ,000 to support a one-time lecture series for the

college and the community on the design and .implementation of environmental policy.
Beginning in the spring of 1982, the program will
focus on the Clean Air Act and on the practice of
environmental policymaking.
.The four-part lecture series will include
prominent speakers who have had experience with
the enactment of major environmental legislation
and with the establishment of administrative
procedures for implementing that legislation. Also
a business leader will assess the impact of the
environmental initiatives of the past two decades.
Colby is one of 48 colleges and universities to win
a S&H Lectureship Grant this year. . Since the
program began in I960, 767 awards have been made
to more than 575 colleges and universities, with
total grants of more than $1.4 million.

Maine vs. God?
Four Christian schools in the Maine towns of
Athens, Farmington, Monmouth and Gardiner could
be closed for violating state health and fire
regulations. The violations, claimed clergymen
from some schools, had'been mostly corrected and
those that hadn 't were fairly mundane, such as the
lack of a thermostat in a school refrigerator.
Area clergy are still concerned that the state is
really attempting to interfere with Christian
schools' teaching of children outside the public
school system. Reverend Jack Hyland said Maine
was one of several states whose education departments did have the power to rule over church
schools. He said his religious organizations are
committed. » a separation of church and state and
that the Texas courts recently upheld the right of
Christian schools there to operate without any state
interference.

GET OFF TH& HILL
AND COME TASTE
SOME GOOD HOME COOKING AT

BONNIE 'S
(A Co/by Tradition)

OPEN
Week uuys
6AAA-2PM
Sat & Sun
8AAA-NOON
UUIVTON AVENUE
WIN SLOW

by Don McMillan
According to leaders of
Colby's Capital Drive
Campaign, the long range
goal of raising $20 million
over a five year period is
very attainable. Since the
ambitious program is still
in an early stage of
development, a relatively
small amount of money has
been raised, but the future
looks bright for the drive.
On April 17 the official
announcement will be made
publi cly beginning the fund
drive.
The date will
coincide with the spring
trustees' meeting, and is
just one week before spring
carnival.
Until then the college is
expected to finalize a
proposed gift of significant
size. This grant should
bring donations up over the
$5 million mark.
The Capital Drive is the
net result of several of
Colby 's
fundraising
organizations, including the
Annual Giving drive, which
is expected to raise $5
million alone. Alumni,
faculty,
foundations,
students, and "friends of
Colby" all contribute to the
Capital Drive Campaign.
Although many groups

have recently increased
their participation level,
Colby 's faculty has made an
especially significant improvement. Over 65 percent
of the faculty have contributed to the drive, an
excellent level.

President Cotter is one
person who was pleased
with the performance of the
campaign managers and
was also optimistic about its
future. "I've been very
pleased with the progress so
far," said Cotter. "We've

made it through the
preliminary organizational
stages very well, and I
think that chairman Ridgley
Bullock has done an extraordinary j ob." Cotter
also explained that the
official announcement of the
drive was being held off
until April because of the
desire to publicly begin the
campaign with a solid
financial base around the $4
million level.
QuLmby E. McCaskill is
another key member of the
campaign 's management
team who held a slightly
different opinion of the
campaign. "Although the
drive is.not going extremely
well so
far," said
McCaskill, "I'm still very
optimistic. Many members
of the Colby community,
especially the faculty
members, have stretched
themselves to great lengths
to help the campaign. Once
April rolls around the
campaign should increase a
great deal."
The original kickoff date
for the program was to
have been Homecoming
Weekend, but the drive's
organization and progress
were not far enough along
at that date to publicly start
it. By April all should be
finalized and ready to go
and the Campaign Drive
will be off and running.

(photo by Sara hWoodhouse)

Construction of an addition to Miller Library
constitutes the greatest portion of the funds
raised in the capital drive.
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Featu re: Sydney Masondo

by Putt Noyes
" Life in South Africa is
difficult to imagine. Sydney
Masondo, a Colby freshman
from Umlazi, South Africa ,
describes his background as
primitive
technologically
and politically frightening
in comparison with what he
has so far seen of the U.S:
graduated
Masondo
from high school in his
country in 1978 and was
Working as a machine
operator , when he noticed
several articles in the

Colby's size, he says, "I
don't mind the smallness of
Waterville if I can get out
from time to time. "
Sydney is th-s only child of
four in his famil y to be
going to college. His father
works as an unskilled
laborer at a small firm , and
his mother as a domestic
worker.
School, in Umlazi, which
begins at 7:30 a.m. _ and
closes at 4 p.m. is neither
compulsory nor government-funded.
Masondo
was fortunate to receive a

Americans
were
like ,
generally. "When I came
here," he says, "I didn't
know what to expect. It
•was hard to visualize wha t
people would be . like,
whether they would like me.
as a blaek South African. "
But most people at Colby
have been friendly and
helpful. "If they don't like
me," he says, "then I leave,
them alone. "
Describing what he had
heard
of
Americans,
Masando says, "They told
me Americans overuse

great; the price of meat ha >
risen so much in Africa tha i
it is a problem for (li e
poorer families. We usuall y
eat mileili-pap, a sort o!
ground maize . It taste.good with ciiee.se, but ;?!)
dairy products are ex
pensive."
Snow is new to Sydney.
but he thinks he can ham Iii
the Maine winters. "I' n
looking forward to winici
sports here. "
Being one of the few bhici
students who are foftunatienough to come to Amerkv .

". Sometimes, i feel thai I should hove stayed and helped my
famil y. But then , I remember how much more i
will be able to do for them after I graduate!'

From ' Calif orn ia
" to Maine
and home again
Southern California may have the sunshine, sandy
beaches , movie stars' homes, and Disneyland , but
to me an acr-e of virgin forest is more valuable than
a Bel Air hillside mansion. I came to Maine to
enjoy one of the last true forest lands in the world ,
• and I found what I was looking for. Tlie forests are
truly a splendor to. these eyes,
Unfortunately, I can't help but to reflect upon the
concern aired for this forest Iand over a century
ago by the great Thoreau. While Thoreau's words
may not have the same impact now as they did in
his time, before a true conservation movement had
begun, his message still rings true. Let me share
some of his reflections from The Maine Woods.
"Maine, perhaps, will
soon be -where
Massachusetts is. A good part of her territory is
already as bare.,.and her villages generally are not
so well shaded...The very willow-rows lopped every
three years for fuel and powder, and every sizable
pine and oak , or oth er forest t ree , cut down within
the memory of man! As if individual speculators
were to be allowed to export the clouds out of the
sky, or t he stars out of th e fi rmamen t , one by one.
We shall be reduced to gnaw the very crust of the
earth for nutriment and to let oyr beards grow at
least, if only to hide the nakedness of the land and
make a sylva n appearance s
The Anglo-American can indeed cut down, and
grub up all this waving forest , and make a stump
speech , an d vote f or Buchanan on its ru i ns , but he
cannot converse with the spirit of the tree he fells ,
he cannot read the poetry and mythology which
retire as he advances. He ignorantly erases
, mythological tablets in order to print his handbills
?n d town hieeting warrants pn'them.''
I believe in the spirits of the trees. I have listened
to them cry out in anguish, dying at the mercy of
the logger's blade. But in Maine I have
seen the spirits dancing and singing to the wind's
song of rejoicing. Now, having taken part in this
rejoicing, I return west to my homeland. I have
vowed to the spirits that as long as they dance and
sing,
I will return to them • and rejoice .
¦
• ' ¦ ¦"' Thdnk ybu Maine, and thank you Colby.
¦ ¦

. ' , <\i;xx : : ' '

. Pa rke r Kressen ' '

¦'
•

newspaper
naming
American firms which were
interested in sending blac k
students to America, and
applied for funds.
He was awarded a
scholarship through the
South African Educational
Opportunity
Committee,
and the Institute oi Continuing Education in New
York, and was placed at
Colby.
The professors-students
relationship's, according to
Masondo, are a great advantage of a small college.
"The professors are so
understanding
I
otte n
wonder how I could have
fared at a big university ,"
and of the disadvantages of

and
words like • "nice
"cute," and that they
always eat junk food.
Judging from the movies, I
though America would be a
crime-ridden country where
people care only about
themselves." And, though
Colbyites have mostly been
friendly, Sydney feels it
would he inaccurate to
generalize their behavior to
all Americans.
At Colby, Masondo says
that he enjoys his classes
and liis friends. The food he
found very different. "At
first, t found some of the
#x>d really strange and I'd
just pecSc at it. Any meat is

Helen Dooley , Greg K eenan,
Continued fromPage 1
Seitzingcr ,
Joyce
and
and
Skip
Student
Activities
for McPhetr^s,
sassisted
in
Morrisville College. In the Neville
autumn of this year , the screening job applicants.
eventually
They
National Entertainment and
Campus .Activities Assn. recommended two names to
(NECAA ) " asked him to be a Dean Earl Smith, who then
member of its Program- made the final decision.
m ing Comm i ttee at t h e The major concern of the
regional
NECAA
con- comm i tte e w as to " select
people who had worked in
ference.
His varied background, stu dent a ct iv it ies pro grams
accor di ng t o Dean Jan ice before.
noted that
Seitzingcr , will be an asset
Seitzingcr
to Lucas as h e assumes his Lucas was ver y impresse d
position here.
The ex- with the Roberts Union
perience with recreational facilities. She also menprograms will be expecially tioned that in moving from
helpful in working with a two-year college to
Coot , Seitzingcr felt.
Colby's four-year program,
Lucas was chosen from Lucas hop ed to "work with
among 75 to 80 applicants stu dents for ,a ionger period
from 21 states. A five- of t ime;" and to develop
stu dent
member committee con- stronger
sisting of Sandy Maisel, or ganizations,

Al Corey Music Center
" EVERYTH ING IN MUSIC"
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99 Main Street

though a great opportunit y
is often a difficult and
stressful position.
says
"Sometimes,"
Masondo, "I feel that !
should have stayed and
But
helped my family.
then , I remember how
much more I will be able lo
do for them after
I
graduate .
Asked how long h. pl.:i.
to remain in An^n.¦¦.
Masondo says, "I' m nm
sure how long I will ours ::.
America , but I will go back.
It's something I can't run
away from , it's my home
and I must be there. "

Founded in 1877, the Echo is published -weekly,
except during vacation and examination periods, bv
the students of Colby College. All correspondence
snouid be addressed to the Editor , Colby Echo ,
Colby College, Waterville, Me. 04901. The Echo is
represented by the College Advertising Service ,Inc.
for national advertising. Entered as second class
mail at Waterville , Me. 04901. Subscriptions are
available at $8.00 per year.

m New Activities Head

';

Parker Kresscn is an exclwnge studen t
f rom Pdm cma College California , who
will be Waving, Colby; nt the end of this
' ¦' Mmeater ^ ' - ^y ?'- ' '

the South
grant from
African Institut e of Racial
Relations to finish his last,
two years of high school.
The schools, which have
twelve grades, are strictly
segregated.
Zulu stu dents study
Afrikanis, the national
language, as well as
exEnglish.
Few
tracurricular., activities are
offered. Sy dney, however,
was active in both sports
and running.
Often schools are located
far from students ' homes.
"You can 't depend on the
bus, so I learned to trust my
feet."
Masondo admits that he
had little idea of what

^

12,530 served

Health Center responds
to student criticism
by Anne M. Phaneuf

(p hoto by PaulDeranian)

The trench and saw horses in front of the library are a result of a new
computer line running between Mudd and Lovejoy. Four conduits are
contai ned in the plastic pipe

Hacking coughs, injured
limbs and exhausted bodies
were in abundance at the
Garrison-Foster
Health
Center between the hours of
8:00 a.m. and 10:00 a.m. one
Monday iri early December.
And, for the center, this
busy day of sick call activity, does not even compare to the number of
students treated during the
peak months of late October
and early November.
Figures
describing
monthly total health service
contacts during the 19801981 school year show that
12,530 students received
some form of treatment, out
of this number 3,420 people
were sick call patients.
In the 1979-80 school year
14,911 students had contact
with the center and this

Security now p ublishing q uarterly safe ty rep orts
and campus wa$ fa irly tran quil again
by John Campbell

the record-keeping should
provide a guide to imFor the first time, Colby proving Colby's Security
Safety and Security is department by showing up
publishing a quarterly
report of incidents in which potential weak and strong
points
Security was involved.
According to Chief of Safety
According to Gagnon, in
and Security Ken Gagnon, the past, "statistics weren 't

1

kept, so I don't know how
these (figures) compare to
past years, but I believe
student-committed incidents
are down. " He continued
that if, "only six security
guards were on duty here,
so much would happen;

FOOD

rrro^^r
Oakland , Matae ^Ij ^l^P^
Thursday

Nig ht:

465-7451

SPECIALS

Beef & broccoli crepes with rice p ilaf

Friday Nig ht : Crepes Manicotti with brown rice

Roast prime rib of beef with baked p otato
Scallops Nova Scotia with baked potato
Saturda y Nig ht: Vml Marsa la with noodles
Chicken Parm esan with noodles
Roast prime rib of beef with baked potato

ENTERTAI NMENT

Thur §. J ennifer

~—^~

Fri. & Sat. Peter Griffith

tucs.-Sat. Ham to 9:30pm
Sunday brunch <> :30am to 2pm Dinner 5pm to 9pm
Happy Hour Tucs.-Snt , 3pm to 7pm

fortunately, most of the
students here care enough
to report things to us."
According to Gagnon, one
of the most serious incidents here this semester
was a fire in Dana two days
before students arrived.
Other incidents included
four sexual misconducts,
which consisted of the
flasher on Runnals Hill, and
three peeping torn incidents
Gagnon said tha t a local
resident was arrested in
town and convicted for
indecent exposure for the
flashing incident.
In addition, four arrests
were made either by
police
onWaterville
campus, or with the aid of
Security. Two were made
tor trespassing :
the
flasher, and a local person
who was arrested with the
help of security and then
committed to* the state
mental hospital.
Five
assaults
were
reported, two of which were
simple assaults involving
threatening conduct , one
physical assault, and two of
unspecified nature. .
Two car accidents occurred, but only one involved
a
student
who was hit while jogging
around Johnson Pond. She
was taken to the infirmary,
but was not seriously, injured.
Then, $455 of merchandise
was reported burglarized
from fra (houses on two
occasions.
separate
Finally, $3,420 worth of
items were stolen in 21
thefts since the beginning of
school. The single largest
theft occurred over the
summer with the taking of a
$1258 Binocular Indirect
Opthalmoscope from , the
summer Lancaster course
in Opthamology,

Discussing
whether
statistic equals out to every
student dealing with the students abuse the Health
infirmary about ten times a Care Center as a means of
year.
avoiding
exams,
and
requirements,
Based on these figures, academic
issues such as the quality of Perez and Nelson suggested
personal service and the that careful diagnoses make
nature of
sick call such abuses increasingly
procedure take on new more difficult.
Perez went on to say, "I
meaning.
Carl Nelson,
director of health services, see so many students who
finds that the majority of are . physically exhausted
students' complaints refer that I would rather have
to long waits to receive them take advantage of the
service but, "All of us who facility and get healthy; the
work here are proud of hour exam or paper doesn't
efforts to meet everyone's go away. They don't get out
needs.
of much."
Confirming that students
All of the staff members
do wait for attention, Nelson are aware of student
explained that it takes a complaints and had read
certain amount of time to complaints which appeared
efficiently
diagnose
a in a previous Echo article.
patient 's problem and that Reactions
differed
Dr. Jeffrey Lovitz, the new somewhat among the staff.
college physician, has a Dr. Jeffrey Lovitz chose to
conscientious desire to do a offer no comment.
good joh.
"While
Nurse Sargent addressed
theoretically a part time some of the issues raised
worker, Lovitz is frequently about the health care
here longer than he has to services. With regard to
be."
students being woken in the
An obvious solution would middle of the night to take
seem to be an increase in sleeping pills, Sargent said
staff.
Health service that sleeping pills are
contact occurs in definite rarely given.
peaks and valleys and a
Sometimes it is required
larger staff would be that medication be given at
desirable only during the night: "People are often
peak periods of October- sicker than they think. We
November and February- must follow doctor's orMarch. There would be ders" Nurses check on
little to occupy the time of patients at night for safety
additional staff members reasons, and new door
during
September,
protectors have been inDecember, April, May, and stalled to prevent the sound
of the latch from waking
June.
. Dr. Perez, Colby clinical students.
psychologist, realizes that
Like Sargent, Jane Schcomplaints about long waits wartz is aware of student
are valid and , though sick complaint.
As health
call is run on a first come, associate, Schwartz sees
first serve basis, a student student input as helpful to
with an appointment will be the strength
of
the
admitted before someone Garrison-Foster
Health
who has waited a long time: Center, but wishes tha t
"Some criticisms cannot be there were direct means for
resolved."
students to constructively
What is often forgotten, express opinions about
Perez points out, is that an health services.
infirmary is not a hospital.
When all facts are known
"The job of the infirmary is and all comments are
to keep people healthy so considered, it seems that
they can study and function students' complaints about
at school." If a person has the functioning of the
a cold or a sore throat at Garrison-Foster
Health
home, he or she stays in bed Center are rooted in the
and probable receives limitations met by any
"TLC" as their only college health service.
treatment. Dorm life does Accordingly, the health
not offer the same situation center staff as well as Colby
and students turn to the students work as best they
infirmary for care.
can within these limitations.

•Union
Continuedf r omPa ge1
effectively together.
Colby is also being advised on all union issues by
Boston 's second lar gest law
firm, Ropes & Gray, Should
the union vote pass , t hen
Colby will join the ranks of
much larger U.M.O. and
M.I.T. among New England
schools with unionized
employees, None of the

Colby staff, other than B &
G employees, will participate in this issue, and
they were noMnvoIved in
the 1078 unionization efforts
either, To date no students
have been involved in the
unionization bids, although
several were quite vocal on
behalf of the B & G workers
during the 1978 campaign. ¦,•
i
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Alcohol informatio n

it BAR drin kin g exp erimeni ik:

Bef ore y ou imbibe that holiday spiri t
Anticipation of the holiday
season hails the round of
spirit-boosting parties and
community get-togethers.
However, these festivities
are often tempered by the
somber reminder of alcohol
abuse.
Alcohol is the most widely
abused drug in America,
and alcohol related diseases
are the second leading
cause of death behind heart
disease.
Education
about the
effects of
alcohol is
especially crucial among
college students. Studies
indicate that ninety percent
of students drink. Light and
moderate , drinkers constitute the large majority of
the student body, however,
eighteen to twenty percent
of students are classified as
heavy drinkers.
Ethyl alcohol is the active
ingredient found iii distilled
spirits, beers, and wines. It
is a natural substance
formed by the reaction of
fermenting sugars with
yeast spores .
Most American beers
contain three to six percent
alcohol by volume. Wines
are made by the addition of
grape brandy, which raiseis
the alcohol content to
seventeen to twenty-one
percent.
Distillation is a process in
which the fermenting mash
is heated and the vapor
collected as liquid further
raising the alcohol content.
Distilled beverages include
whiskey, vodka, rum, and
tequila, and range in
alcoholic content from forty
to fifty percent.
Many people fail to
recognize that it is the
alcoholic content and not
the quantity of liquid in a
drink that determines its
effect. A can of beer, a 4
ounce glass of wine, or a
highball or cocktail with an
ounce of 100 proof alcohol,
all contain about % an

ounce of alcohol, and will
therefore have an equal
effect.
This dispels the
myth that beer is "the
beverage of moderation"
and is non-addictive, as is
hard liquor.
When alcohol is imbibed,
twenty percent of it is
absorbed directly through
the stomach walls and in
and into the bloodstream.
The other 80 percent is
absorbed more more slowly
because it is processed
through the gastrointestinal
system.
Higher concentrations of
alcohol in the blood affect
systems controlling more
complex functions. Those
parts of the brain which
store learned behavior are
the first affected, a fact
which explains alcohol's
effect upon self-control and
judgement.
Functional activity can be
related to a numerical index
called Blood Alcohol Concentration.
This is the
proportional weight of blood
alcohol per 100 units of
blood, expressed as a
percentage. Alcohol starts
to become a factor in
automobile crashes when
the BAC reaches concentrations of 0.05.
Most states define anyone
driving with a BAC of 0.10
to be legally intoxicated. At
.020 the entire motor system
is depressed and emotional
behavior is also affected.
At 0.30 percent, the more
primitive areas of the brain
are affected, the person
may become confused or
stuporous. At 0.40 to 0.50
percent, the deepest levels
of the brain are affected
and the person may experience respiratory failure,
coma, or death.
In
addition
to
recognizing the physical
harm of drinking, it is
imperative to consider the
subject of alcohol in a
broader scope. There are
now an estimated 10 million

^WR ^A^KjHtek

by Susan Rosenthal
In recent months there
has been an uproar over the
decision to send U.S. advisors, equipment, and
financial aid to El Salvador.
Many people are skeptical
of the government's reasons
behind its actions and fear
the outbreak of another
Vietnam. Last Monday,
Joaquin Sarrioyoa, a f ormei
professor
of
psychology at the Catholic
University of El Salvador,
visited Colby to provide an
informed perspective on the
situation.
One of the first observations he made was the
startling difference between
campus life at Colby and
that in El Salvador. He
remarked that the Colby
campus was peaceful and
lovely. This was in direct
opposition to his experience,
in which students were
often
the
target of
assassinations. He mentioned that El Salvador 's
national university had been
taken over and was now

Alcohol use and misuse
costs the United States
approximately $25 billion
annually in lost production,
health and welfare costs,
property damage, and
criminal justice system
costs.

used as a military base by
the government.
Samoyoa then went on to
explain the origins of the
turmoil. He discrifced the
present class system, in
which two percent of the
population controlled sixty
percent of the land and the
nation's industries.
He
contended that the so-called
land-reform initiated by
the Duarte government
was a force which had
accomplished nothing.
Samoyoa also described
the revolution as purely
indigenous and dismissed
the American claims of
communist
intervention,
saying that the American
government simply did not
believe that such a
movement could occur free
of the influence of outside
forces. He noted that there i
were no Russian or Cuban
military advisors in El,
Salvador at the present '
time.
The
present
El
Salvadbreangovernment, led
by Napolean Duarte , has"
attracted
further U.S.

support through the promise
of free elections. Samoyoa
discounted -this as a
falsehood, saying that there
had
been
no
truly
democratic elections for 60
years, and he saw no reason
for this pattern to change.
Samoyoa discussed the
flow of arms into the
country.
He
said
revolutionary forces obtained equipment by air,
land , and sea. They purchase arms on the black
market in such countries as
Guatemala, Nicaragua, and
the United States.
One student made an
interesting analogy between
the situation currently
existing in Poland and that
in El Salvador. He stated

that in Poland it appeared
as though the army sympathized with the plight of
their countrymen, and were
In El
using restraint.
Salvador, just the opposite
appeared to be the case,
and the student wondered
how an army which was
peasant class in origin could
turn against its people.
Samoyoa explained this
by stating that the army
members were forced into
service and had no choice
but to fight against their
peasant brothers. He also
stated there have been
many cases of army
members deserting the
government forces and
joining
revolutionary
guerillas.
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-Clocks
-Health Tex
-Honey Pots
-Honey
-Los Carriers
-Maine T-Shirt a
-Maple Syrup
-Note Paper
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Merry Christmas!
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Gift of Joy gift certificates from Baskin-Robbins
turn Season's Greetings into Season's Eatings.
Good for any ice cream item in all our stores,
coast to coast.
And the handy mailing en*' lope lets you stuff a
mailbox or a Christmas stocking.
Pick up several today. They'll make your
Christmas gifts, Christmas feasts.
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Alcohol figures in one half
of all arrests in the United
States. One third of all
suicides are alcohol related.

Former Salvadorean profes sor explains violent
situation there to Colby students in Hei ghts
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alcohol has been correlated
with 34 percent of all forcible rapes.

fi »j .1

A MAINE CHRISTMAS

Baaketfl SHOPPING
-Bayberry Candles
-Belts
•Books
-Bread Boxes
•Calendars
•Canvas Bags
•Chamois Shirts
lH|M^ .

drinking
people
with
problems.
At least 36 million
Americans may be caught
in a cycle of alcohol abuse,
unhappy marriages and
broken homes. About onethird of all fatally injured
adult
pedestrians
are
legally drunk, as are 45
percent of all drivers killed
each year.
An association > with
alcohol has been found in 64
percent of all murders, as
well as 41 percent of all
assaults. Association with

The Better Alcohol Responsibility Committee wm
conduct a Controlled Drinking Experiment this
Friday between 11:30 & 2:30 in Robert's lobby. The
experiment is primarily concerned with showing the
affect that drinking has on driving and on short
memory retention. It will also measure the coordination and reactions that affect a driver in an
inebriated state.
The participants will be tested through various
means at different time intervals throughout the
three hour experiment. These tests will consist of
things such as: reciting the alphabet, putting
together a shape and object toy, having an eye
examination and playing a pinball game.
Participants will be: Professor Sandy Maisel,
Housing Co-ordinatior Jane Sullivan, Director of
Roberts Union Skip Neville, Donna Curran, Brian
McPhearson, Mark lieton, Ellen Huebsch, Chip
Rooney, Chris Hood, and Jamie MacKihtosh. They
have chosen their own alcoholic beverages.
Everyone is urged to stop by and watch the experiment.
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Feature

Bob Hope
says:

interview ; Tom MmrrSon ft

Graduated in '65 , back to teach in 671

"RedCross
can teach you
first aid.
And first aid
can be a
lifesaweif

Lovejoy,
While exiting
to
Geib
apologized
Morrione for not havin g
"Conning back to Colby as room for him in that
a professor present ed a lot building, but explained that
of little problems of ad- his new office was so close
justment for me," said Tom that it shouldn 't cause much
Morrione , a 1965 Colby inconvenience.
graduate .
"Where do I
"While Professor Geib
begin?"
was talking,
we kept
Morrione
returned
to moving closer and closer to
Colby in 1971 to join the Averid
, a men 's dorm at
sociology department.
that tun e, and as we drew
nearer , my pace got slower
Frederick Geib, head of the
department at the time, and slower until I was
helped familiarize Morrione dra gging my feet. My new
with his new function a t office was directl y across
Colby, and aided him in f rom my freshman year
organizing all the small room."
details.
I n th e weeks before
Momone proclaimed tha t
classes, "we decided what
i
t
was cruel and unusual
books to order and wha t
to have his
punishment
texts to use, how man y
former stomoffice
in
his
pencils and pens I needed Geib
ping
grounds.
anything and everything to
mak e a smooth trans ition apologized profusely, but
had no alterna tive to offer.
from st udent t o pr ofessor ."
One af ternoon , after
"F or three weeks, I
covering all the aspects of
couldn't
handle it. I kept
work ing in the sociology
department , Geib ended the expecting to see ~ my old
roommat e
or ientat ion with a tri p to freshman
han ging out in Averill 111.
Morrione 's new office.

I was teaching at Colby
now, then take them to
Averill to show them my

by Gmny McCourt

Tom Morrione in his
student days. Grad uation photo ; 1965
Eventuall y, Morrione admitted , he began to spend
all of his time in his off ice,
revertin g back to his
student da ys. He real ized
that the posters he used and
the arrangement of his ...in his s eco nd year as
office was similar to that of a facul t y m ember; 1972
his old dorm room.
office. They'd look across
"It was embarrass ing to the hall , shake their heads ,
see my old college frien ds and say, 'Good to see you're
making so much progress
during
Homecoming
weekend. I' d tell them that in your life, Tom!"

Classifieds
R'de ,or „ 3 .10
WANTED:
WahiSton D.C after Xmas .
es.
W?ll share drivin g-expens
north
Also interes ted In rides Donnax2409
an Plan.
Lynn

HAMLIN'S

X"

During this past semester a
spittoon was left at my disposal'
Concurrently, I found I lost <
something In return. Although I
realize Ihe article (s) In question ,
can not be replaced I would
appreciate If If certain parties
well take care of tbeiwilttoon!
Thank-you.
Suzi Schneider

BEVERAGE BARN

52 FRONT STREET, WATERVILLE

873-6228

Schenorhavor Dzenount
LSP «. PKD
Suzy
Merry
Christmas •
Desrochers from your Secret
Santa

BUDWEISER

CHRISTMAS
WINE PACKS !
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Happy

Trails !

Love, Amy AA. and J udy
Happy Holida ys MLZ Gang !
DAYO ¦ "The most wasted day
of all Is that on which we have
-Sebastian
laughed. "
not
Chamfort. "I could stay with
you forever, and never realize
the time. " Je t' embrasse blen
fort. Grosses blses. Miss you
kid.
Love, m«.

-The Wile Woman in your fife
Have a happy blrf Lizard - It's
your first here at Camp Col by I
Go wild I
The gang

Why not take the opportunity to stu dy in London?
A wl do rango of subject s and courses is available in Contra! London for
students of the socio! sciences.
,

Merry
Christmas!
¦

Have a very cris py Christmas
and may your cup runneth over
with snow this vacation.

LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS

Hav e a

"' ¦

To our friends throu ghout Fort
Wierd and Amy and Sheldon.

We've noticed the Improvement
since you 've joined Workaholics
Anonymous.
Congratulations!
We expect to see you at this
week' s gathering -- we 've got
lots of material to cover.

CENTER - organized by the Metropolitan Cleveland
Jobs Council. The center is a community service to
provide interv iew opportunities for those graduating
from two and four year institutions of higher education.
Pre-registration is very important. When: Dec. 2W0th.
Where: Downtown Cleveland , and this service is free
to all college graduates graduating in 1981 or 1982. This
is your chance to interview with Cleveland area employers . See Gen in Career Planning for more informat ion and the pre-registration form.

Don 't f orge t our

'

•

To the newly emerged hermit .

THE 18th AN NUAL C OLLEGE JO B INTERVIEW

NOW $4." .

i

Preside nt

'

¦

.

PLPMerry Christmas!
Good luck
on finals and after 4hat, en|oy
your time awa y from Camp
Colby
Love, Jude and Amy R.

Yetti Almee,
Vot 's da mattuh? Don 't fa like
der attention?
Your Two Fifteen Teddy Bear
A 3rd Floor
Carol :

Foss

Christmas

On the twelfth day of Christmas my true love gave to me:
12 Fosselles tossing, .11 Dannys
dashing, 10 bottles pouring, 9
kegs a tapping, B papers passed
in, 7 Night Trains chugging, 6
lines a snorting, f i v e Chinese
cooks, 4 calling Fossettes, 3
French sc hweaties, 2 Sander s
sweets and a Judy back in uxl '
-Good Luck from the original
Back Day Bomber
Dear?
Three Chairs to YOU I

Career Watch

12/l2oz cans Reg. $5.90

'¦

Merry
Christmas
Cotter!
-The Colby Campus

Junior yoar
Ono-yoar Master 's degrees

Postgraduate Diplomas
Research

Subjec ts include Accounting and Finance , Ac t uarial Science , Anthropology , Business Studios , Econome trics , Economics , Economic Histor y,
Geography , Government , Indus t rial Rela t ions , Internot lonal History ,
International Relations , Law , Mana gemen t Science , Operational Research , Philoso phy. Politics , Population Studios ,Social Adminis tration ,
Socia l Work , Sociolo gy, Social Psychology and Statistical and Mathematical Sciences.
Ap plication blanks from:

•

i

Admissions Direc t ora t e, L.S.E., Hought on St reet
London WC2A 2AE,England
Please state whether Junior year or postgraduate,

J OB OPP ORTU NITY F OR DECEMBER

GRADUATE - DORM COUNSELOR - St.
Cather ine 's School in Richmond , Virginia is
looking for a dorm counselor , available
December 31. Excellent training ground for
a wide range of educational administration
careers. See Gen in the Career Planning
O ffice for a j ob description and where to
.
apply ,
We now have the November-Dece mber
edition of the Bulletin of the Natural
Science for Youth Foundation. Listed are
positions available with several environmental centers (internships-summer ,
environmen ta l educator , etc.) , and other
institutions of science. See Gen in Career
Planning for use of our edition.
VACATION CAMP FOR THE BLIND in
Spring Valley, New York are now accepting
applications for next summer 's staff. No
previous experience working with blind
people is required. Early application is
advisable; interviews begin after December
15th iii New York City. See Gen in Ctarecr
Planning for moro information on where to
apply and the job description .

Paqe

Seve n

J anua ry Program
Cheating statistics show student opinions dates and deadlines
below;
Critical dates for J anuary ar e summarize d
most have been published previously, but not
those pertaining to Pass-Fail .

The following stat istics were compiled last spring by the Educational Policy Committee
Subcommittee on Academic Honest y

Respondents *

1981

1982

100

136

1983
. 153

1984

Faculty

207

45

91/43.96% '
90/43 .48%
"26/12.56%

7/1 5.569/o
26/57.78%
11/24 .44%

4 First classes
6 Last day to chan ge J anuary Pro gra m
Last day to d eclare Pass-Fai l option
20 Last day to revoke Pass-Fail option
29 Last day day of J anuary Program
all work due.
February 19 J anuary Progra m grad es due to
Registra r
April
6 Last dat e to submit make-u p work
for CF , Inc., or Abs., grades; sponsors
may set earl ier dead I i nes
13 Revised grades due to Registra r
^ass-Fail forms for J anuary can be submitted to
the Registrar , beginning December 14th .
J anuary

How often have you observed cheatin g or plagiarism?
neve r
once or twice
three or more

22/1 6.1 8%
46/33.82%
66/48.53%

6
40
54

17/ 11.11%
84/54.90%
52/33 ?99%

How often have you cheated or plagiarized (students) - pursued cases of cheatin g or
plagiarism (faculty ) ?
never
once or twice
three or more

65
26
9

-

93/68.38%
31/22.79%
8/5.88%

109/7 1 .24%
39/25.49%
3/1 .96%

179/86.47%!
25/12.08%
3/1 .45%

17/37.78%
22/48.89%
6/13.33%

__— .

Do you feel that academ ic dishonesty is a problem at Colby?
y^s - : "
no

68
29,

79/58.09%
55/40.44%

60/39.22%
88/57.52%

52/25.12%
142/68.60%

21 /46.67%
9/20.00%

Mydoctor
pronounced

Why do you think cheatin g occurs at Colby? **
pressure /excel
pressure /survive
peer pressure
not discouraged
opportunity
not penalized
not penalized
consistently
habits /high school
hab its/Colby
other

43
42
13
21
34
12
43

53
71
6
17
36
6
31

51
57
10
6
31
4
20

43
42
9
6
30
5
11

8
10
4
11
16
6
19

18
8
10

20
15
7

32
6
11

38
6
3

9
8
5

me cured
of cancer.
Myboss didnt ,
Myboss didn't understand
that I was healthy again.
So I was let go.
Alot of people are like my.
boss. They think that everyone
dies of cancer. I thought so, too.
UntfltheAmerican Cancer Society,
throu gh one of its service and
rehabilitation programs , helped
me return to a normal life,
The AGS also has local Units
that help Americans who've never
had cancer understand it better. ,Today, more and more, cancer
is a curable disease. Ignoranc e
about cancer is curable , too.

?total for students = 606-10 (students who had just arrived on campus and stated no
opinion) = 596
?? p ercen t ages would , with respect to this question , b e mislead i n g

Announcements

/

LAST DAY. for flu shots is Dec. 10. Shots cost $2.50*

LECTURE on Zen Buddhism with Buddh ist priest
Maurine Freed good takes place on Janua ry 18 at 6
p.m. in L215.

for anyone in the Colby community and are given
from 1-3 p.m. in the Health Center.

"ONCE UPON A MATTRESS" will be performed in
Strider Theater at 8 p.m. on Januar y 28, 29 & 30.

Stephen Woody is the director. Admission charged.

STU-A FIL MS presents "Superman II " at 7 & 9;30 p.m
on Janua ry 8 4 9 and at 2 p.m. on January 9 in LlOo!
Admission charg ed.
STU-A FILMS PRESENTS "10" at 7 & 9:30 p.m. on
January 81& 9 in L100. Admission charged,

Sj:American Cancer Society

OPEN DISCUSSION on the constitutional crisis in
Canada will be given by Professor Ronald Tallma n
of U.M.O. in conjun ction with French 235 on Dec. 10
at l:30 p,m. in L212.

#THE HEBREW UNIVERSITY ^
¦
¦
OF JERUSALEM

12th ANNUAL FESTIVA L of Carols and Lights with
1982/83 PROGRAMS FOR AMERICAN STUDENTS
special music by choir , soloists and instrumen talists, ¦
will be held in Lorimer Chapel at 7:30 p.m. on Dec; H DONE YEAR PROGRAM—for
D GRADUATE
10 & 11.
college sophomores and
's,
STUDIES—Master
^M
juniors .
Doctoral and Visitin g
^M
CONTRADANCE featuring the South Bristol Strin g
Graduate programs ,
? REGULAR STUDIES—f or
Band will be sponsored by . the Colhy Outin g Club ' H
SUMMER
collage transfer
students
in COURSES—
?
^M
given English. I
toward B.A. and B.Sc. degrees.
and the Messalonskee Folk and Chowder Society ^M
8:30 p.m, on Doc. 10 in Foss. Admission char ged.
A CONTROLLED DRINKING EXPERIMENT will
be held from 11 a.m. • 3 p.m. in Roberts Lobby,
B.A.R. is sponsorin g this special event.

.

B

PLEASE CHECK DESIRE D P ROG RAM
and
^H porAppllcatlon
Information,write:
ot
24
^M Office AcademicotAffairs
of the the Hebrew University
Friends
^H American
^B 1140 Avenue
Amerlois, Nbw York,NY 10036 (212)840-5820

Name
:
NOONDAY flute recital by students of Jean j ^H Address^^
k
Rosehblum i will take place at 12:30 p.m. on Dec.
U.
; <o
^^^CIty/8Ute/Zlp
Senior Pictur es for the ORAC LE must be in before
Jan Plan in order for them to be laid out properly
and creatively, NONE will be accepted during Jan
Plan. Please drop off your black and white photo at
the ORACLE office. Room 240 Roberts ,
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Disc Brakepads
Installed $26
RURIK SPENCE
872-7922

PATTEES POND
WINSLOW , ME
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Arts
The sway of Branches : two exp eriences
by Donna Moore

huge parabola of rope that
opened into three separate
They became
One of the many things I strands .
barriers
challenges ,
,
like about Tina Mitchellbelfry
bell
playmates
,
s
d
ances
i
s
that
Wentzel'
they seem not to mean , but ropes, and finally a dire
The last
to be. That' s not to claim entanglement.
rope
seemed
to.
constrict
they have no content, only
her
ac
t
u
p
on
her
an d
,
that they feel first and
finally
roll
her
off
the
stage.
foremost as events. In a
space, to or against the flow
A lot of contemporary
of some soun d, we wa tch music, painting and dance
ways in wh ich bodies can is very minimal , dealing
move. It is valua ble and with the sparest possible
wonderful to be put in the elements; both these pieces
position of a Martian , shared
that quality.
watch ing th e hum an animal Sometimes at concerts or
from a fresh , eerie, naive exhibits tha t style leaves
viewpoint. I am grateful to me with a sense of starmodern dance especially f or vat ion. This t ime I felt
that view point , and to Tina something brac ing in it , like
as an individual artist.
a slender meal eaten with
Of course the pieces do mount ain wa ter on a bare
In the last slope during a hike above
mean , too.
concert , the first piece had treeline.
a Jap anese atmos phere ; I
The th ir d piece was a
th ink I woul d have known glossy,
startling contrast ,
j that even without M iss literall y bras
sy w ith Adr ian
controlled , Lo's band onsta
Yana gihara ' s
e back ing
intens e per formance of the up a swarm of glively
dancentral figure . In a twilight cers .
M r. Lo himself
tha t seemed to me more
ibuted a f ew bounc y
dawn than dusk , a pr iestess, contr
ste
p
s
uncon sciously as he
a goddess , a peasant conducted
.
woman contem plated and
moved in harmon y with a
One protest.
Chi-0
herd of quiet , hoofed beasts .
voices, in strident song ,
With min imal costum ing grated acro ss the fi rst piece
"Chi-oand no set , I felt a fores t, Saturday night.
",
tease
I
caught
myself
and
the
extraord inary
not
amused
whittled grace of wild think ing,
things , a grace born of enough at the pun to satisfy
war iness and survival of the my anno yan ce. It was an
f leetest.
T here was a embarrass in gly thoughtless
intrusion
f or
an
daring stillness.
organization
that pr ides
. In the second piece Tina itself on socially benevolent
M itchell was partnere d by a sisterhood.
by Richard C Sewell

The
Colby
Dancers
performed
in
Strider
Theater on Friday and
Saturday
nights
last
weekend . The performance
was titled "Branches ," and
was choreographed by Tina
Wentzel , Colby dance coach
and professor.
Three dances were performed :
"Shika
no
tone, "
"Shadowe d
Distances ," and the finale ,
"Limbo 'n' Locomotion. "
During the intermis sion,
complimentary champagn e
was
served
for
the
audience.
The first dance , "Shika no
tone ," whic h translate d
means "Call of the deer ,"
was a Shakuhaki composition dating from the
eighteenth century, in which
the deer was a sacred
animal. The dance was a
ritual ,
reflective
of
primitive invocations where
the performer
literally
becomes the deity (in this
case, the deer ) imitated.
The dancers who performed this piece were
Nancy
Hauck , . Lynn
MacLean , Bill O'Neil , Mia
Kosner
and
Midori
Yanagihara.
Midori was
the
danger ,
appearing
onstage alone at first. The
lights then shone on the
other four dancer s, symbolizing the deity source
w ho w i ll im power her . A t
the end of the dance , Midori
danced slowly off stage and
we were left w ith the fad ing
essence of the four dan cers.
Thi s symbolized the deity 's
power of obliterating the
dancer ' s p ersonal identit y
wh i le embod yin g her spirit.

The
second
piece,
"Shadowed Dances ," was a
solo by Tina Wentzel. The
curtain opened on three
ropes extending from the
ceil i ng , tied in a slight knot.
The dancer app eared onstage , dancing
as if
suspended in time , toward
t he ro pes. With a flick of
her
wrist ,
the ropes
separated. Throug hout the
dance the music rang like
t oll i ng bells with slow
rhythmic
echoes ,
accentuating this piece as "a
moment in time and spacefrom beginni ng to end ,
spirit
shadows
our
distances. "
Tina wove in and out of
t he ro pes, manipulating her
body and the rop es while
exercising extre me composure and grace ,
She
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Contra Dance with the South Bristol String Band.
Foss Dining Hall , Thursday , 8:30 p.m.

W l n ter--a moment ' s beau ty s e e m i n g l y
f rozen in time
Have a w o n d e r f u l h o l i d a y

illustrated throughout this
slow, calm , moving dance
the amount of strength and
control a dancer needs to
evoke a mood. She was like
a mime , making the
movement look so easy.
This piece ended as Tina
rolled slowly off stage. The
stage was left In total
darkness except for one
light left shining on the
third rope.
To- me, this
symbolized that although
the dancer was gone, time
still contin ues... .
The finale was the moat
upbeat part of the performance.
"Limbs ¦;. ,n'
Locom6tion"
was a mixture
. 1 . -r ' t 11 A i < .

j .

•

of Colby Dancers-J anetha
Benson , J.J. Clark , Justine
Dennison , Deborah Dohan ,
Pajes Merriman , Deborah
Tabachnick ,
Midori
Yanagihara , and Mar ybeth
Whitaker-accompanied by
Colby's LoComotion Band
and its director , Adrian Lo.
The band , situated behind

the dancers , played four

Duke Ellington Tunes. The
scene reminded me of the
Fred Astaire movies in
which , he 'd be at a club
where a large jazz band
was playing-and he'd dance
to the splendo r. In this
case, the eight dancers
were dressed In white satin.
i
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and great smiles, swinging
vivaciously to the music.
Throughout this piece there
was an interplay with the
orchestra , in which the
performers not only danced
wildly to the "jazz , " but

used

Twelfth Annual Festival of Carols and Lights ;
Choir , soloists, and instrumentalists ,
Lorimer
A
Chapel , Thursday and Friday at 7:30.

_

impr ovisation

and

comic relief to heighten the
enjoyme nt. It was a lot of
fun to watch , and I even
found myself swinging
along with the dancers
during this exhilarating find
flashy finale.

Noonday recital featurin g flutes : Amey Travis ,
Stephen Potter , Susan Shaver , Mary Kenned y,
Page Lilly and Debbie Sleeman. David Condo n will
day barpsichord and ,piano. Works of JlS , and
C.P.E. Bach , Gluck , Goubert , and ,Mozart will be
performed in Lorimer Chapel on Friday at 12: so.
DON'T FORGET - you must get your Senior pictures in before Jan Plan in order for them to make
the ORACLE deadline. Drop off blade and
¦"
¦¦ - ' . white
photoe at ORACLE Office, Roberts 240.
;
Jan Plan Stu-A films¦¦ "10" at 7 & 0:30 on Ja nuary
8; "Superman II" at 2 p.m., 7 & 9:30 on January 0.
,! >
Both in Lovejoy 100. Admission . ""
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Music hath charms...
falsetto voice of a kind
rarely heard these days,
sang a commemoration of
the
twenty-eighth
anniversary of the accession
by Elizabeth I to the throne,
written by William Byrd.
The full Early Music
Group then gathered to sing
three more pieces, most
notably 'The Cry of London'
and 'The Country Cries'
which were performed
alongside each other. After
an intermission, the Group
per forme d a 'Mass for four
voices' by William Byrd.
The concert, on the whole,
was well done. Expectedly^
occasionally ''
nervousness

by Derek S. Tarson
Forsooth, if thou doth love
music from the English
Renaissance, thy spirits
would be rejoic'd by the
Colby Early Music Group.
Their concert last Friday
was truly inspiring.
It started out with Glen
Wright, David Condon, and
James Truihm, as tenor,
countertenor, and bass
respectively, singing a trio
by Thomas Ravenscroft and
one by William Cornysh,
both a capella . Jane Whife ,
a contralto, joined them for
two more songs : and then
David Condon, with a fine

crept into some of the
singers' voices, but those
incidents were rare, and the
effects weren't detrimental.
The string accompaniment,
present j n all but the 'Mass'
and the forementioned
songs; was rich and
fulfilling; and the blending
of voices in all of the pieces
was extremely fine.
The other merhbers of the
Group are Cynthia Brown,
Colby, Christy
Andrea
Gledhill, Elizabeth Holt,
Marguerite Holden, and
Morgan Borer .
In sooth, -if music be the
food of love, play on.

The C o l b y C o m m u n i ty S y m p h o n y O r c h e s t r a
(with
Doro t hy Reuman , a b o v e ) p r e s e n ted a d e l i g h t f u l
concer t S u n d a y n i g h t .
Anthony diBonaventura
was gues t p i a n i s t .

-&##*MerryChristmas ,***
** Debbie Dohan,**
New Year l«
land a Happy
i t *
ss
*
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o Change in bowel or
bladder habits.
o A sore that does not heal.
o Unusual bleeding or
discharge.
o Thickening or lump in
breast or elsewhere.
o Indigestion or difficulty in
swallowing.
o Obvious change in wart
or mole.
o Nagging cough or
hoarseness.

¦n

I Ameri can Cancer Society i
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Echo photo coiiest winners

Honorable Mention-- This photo was taken at a Colby football game m th e
fail of 1979. I believe these future Colby ball 1' players are the childre n of one
of the football coaches , by Frank Howell

Honora ble Mention - Th is photo was ta ken at Performing Arts Pro ductions
The woman and Ropes is Tina Mitche l-Wentzel dancing in h. own peice
fay Laura Strass man

Second place- Miller Library at nan fog by Don Gallo
I shot the photo about a year ago as I was wal king by the llry at night. There was a dense fog, and looking up at the library fro m below ip this haze gave the buildiin eerie , alm ost ominous glow. I -m afrai d
some of this detail will be lost in the pri nting process , but lean probabl y still get a sense of the "Ivory
Tower " effect that I saw. How this photo relates to Colbylnvone who has spent a late night in the pit
can easily tell you!
I
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Honora ble Ment ion- Fro m " Rudd i gore " are Dan Crocker and Pam Hiscoc k
b y Laura St rassman
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Men's Hoop rolls past Tufts , Suffolk
oy **eter Newman

.

s¦

It was Colby " cool" that KO' d the Jumbos from Tufts
last Friday here in Wadsworth Gymnasium. A strong
team from Tufts came northward highly favored , but
after a classless display by both players and coaches ,
the Jumbos were sent packing with an 89-67 walloping in
front of an enthusiastic Colby crowd.
Colby came out of the locker room prim ed and
ready after two losses by a total of three points. It
seemed that from the opening warm ups, Colby was,
mentally, the better prepared team leaving only a
matter of time before they took physical control.
The Mules had come up short by two points to Boston
St. and by one to U.M.F. and they were evidently ready
to upset. Senior Capt. Bob Patience spurred on both
the crowd and the team as the Mules staved on top
throtighout most of the first half. Patience led the Colby
squad in the scoring column with 21 points when the
final buzzer sounded.
The- final buzzer , incident ally, proved to be somewhat
of a relief for both teams. It was a relief for Tufts as
they no longer needed to be subject to such humiliation ,
and-it was a relief for Colby because fresh man center
Harland Storey could throw some ice on his law after
absorbing a "cheapsho t" left jab from Tufts ill-fated
center Troy Cooper .
Cooper , who ended his game with 11 points , received a
well-earned ejection from the game following thi s
display of his boxing talent. Cooper Ijad dr awn a team
technical foul and two of his own befor e the punchou t
and it was a relief to see him ejected (which seemed
the only way to control him).
Tuf ts sent . Colby sophomore Jim Gaudette to the foul
line with their technical fouls and Gaudette hit 4, out of
5, while collecting a total of 10 points for the game.
Gau dette also had the difficult task of guar ding Tuft s
star guar d C apt. Charl ie Neal.
Gaude tte pract ically shut him off with smart and
aggressive defense holding him to 13 points , well below
Gaudett 's def ense prove d to be
Neal' s average .
aggravat ing to the Tufts team as it drew some interest ing "fit-for-locker-room-only " explitives from
Tufts coach John White .
Colby's R ick Fusco again cont inued his of ten "betterthan- Bird" pass ing display dishing out 11 assists and

collecting 12 points. Junior Larry Crowly snagged 10
points (mostly from outside ) and swept up 8 rebounds.
Harland Storey got more than just a left jab collecting
20 points of his own to finish second in the scoring
department for Colby. The Mules had a well-balanced
scoring attack with four players in double figures. For
Tufts , Bill Ewing, in addition to numerous erased Colby
scoring attempts , had 14 points.
Then, on Saturday, the White Mules played host to
Suffolk in what was a somewhat less excitiLSa>n£me; a
blowout . The final was Colby 74, Suffolk 57 bringing
Colby's season record to the .500 mark at 2-2. There
wa s quest ion bef ore the contest however , as to whether
or not the host team could stay pumped for Suffolk
after an awesome but tiresome demolition off Tufts the
night before.
The start of Saturday 's game was slow with the score
more or less seesawing unti l the last two and a half
minutes of the half.
Fres hman Bill Maclndewar
released a break away lay up front well abo-ve the rim
f or two points and junior M ark a her hit a f r ee throw on
a Suffolk technical foul to start a Colby rally. These
points spurr ed an 11 point scoring binge as Suffolk
answere d w ith .only two , giving Colby a 30-19 lead at
halftime..
The second half began much like the first with Suffolk
closing to within 7 points with 13 minutes left. Six
minutes later , however , Colby was up by 22 points
after canning 15 unan swered points. This scoring
festival was led by the outside shooting of Maher who
ended up with total points , and some-inside work by Bill
Maclndewar who tallied 10 points .
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(photo by Catherine Stehman)

Colby 's Mark Gre en lays up a shot whil e Tuft 's
Bill Ewing vainl y tries to block the attempt.
J im Gaudett (00) looks for a possib le rebound.
The Mules whal loped highly rated Tufts 89-67
last Friday night b efore a large cro wd .

Women cagers go 4-0
¦

by John Tawa

What a d ifference a year
makes !
With renewed
experienced
enthusiasm ,
veterans , and ultra-talented
freshmen , Colby women's
basketball was . victoriou s in

their first four games of the
season. Durin g the entire
year last season the women
won only five games.
Colby opened the season
Wednesday , December 2, in
Brunswick
against
archrival Bowdoin.
With
strong inside play. Colby

took charge 4a te in the first

half to assume a commanding
34-19 halftime
lead.
In the second half ,
BowdMn
played
and
coiildii t cut Colby 's large
lead and the Mules won 6249, Spurring on the white
Mules
was
freshman
Theresa Langlois with 15
points. Center Kaye Cross
added 13 points and Captain
Sue Kalllo. 10.
"The Bowdoin game was
a big win for us," Coach
Gene DeLoren zo said ' "N
was important to get off to
a good start. "

to

Colby's next opponent wis
the J umbos of Tufts last
Fr iday night.
Exhibiting
great hustle all over the
floor , the white Mules built
an earl y 11-3 lead . Turnovers then began -to beset
Colby and
with 7:36
remain ing in the game
Colby trailed 45-40.
However at that point
Colby started to utilize the
height
of 6'4 " Cross ,
Langlois , and Sandy Wirship and the squad fought
back . Sue Kallio 's clutch
jumper with 2:35 left put
the Mules up for good 46-47.
Three free throws by Kim
Konleczny in the final
seconds
provided
the
winnin g 57-52 margin in a
trul y exhilarating game)
"We showed a lot of

character

coming

back

from a five point deficit , "
DeLorenzo said "It ' s as
good a comeback as I' ve
seen in all my yea rs here. "
The
'conclusion
of
game
'
s
after
noon
y
§$Av
i5rldgewater State
was very similar to that of
Tuft' s the night before.
Colby had trouble early as
the women went
7:47

4ffir

without scorin g a point.
Trailin g 8-1, C olby got back
into the contest with the
help of freshman playmaker
Sue Perry .
Perr y hit the first field

goal and then set up the

next two baske ts as Colb y
pulled to within one 8-7.

Perry also added a diving
layup just before the half to
keep Colby close, 22-17.

The second half for Colby
could have been called the
Kaye C ross show. Colby
battled from a 40-35 deficit
behind Cross and freshman
Caron Simon hit a basket to
pull Colby within three and
then 6'4" Cross took o<ver.
She hit three baskets and
five free throws in the final
six minutes as Colbyhungon
for a 51-48 win. Cross had
IG of her game high 25
points in the last 20
miriutes .
Monday 's game against
Husson was unlike the first
three games in every
Combin ing good
respect.
shouting, super passing, and
tough defense , Colby opened
up a 24-6 lead and went on
to destroy the Braves 82-32.
All Colby players got into

"Collectively,

it was a very satisfying weekend

because we beat two ver y good teams ," said Colby
coach Dick Whitmore. " Tufts has a chance to be one of

the best in New England. "
A particularly successful part of his tea m's gam e
Whit more added , that , "Colb y controlled the tempo for
roost of each game an d the intens ity level of the team
was outs tand ing. " About the Suffolk game in particular
Wh itmore said , " We got a lot of help from the guys on
the bench ."

the scorebook with Cross

leading all scorers with 16
points. Point guard Caro n
Simon lurn ed in a stellar
scorin g 10
performance
earl y points.
Also turn ing in outperformances
standin g
were the freshman tandem
of Lesle y Melcher and
Joanna Blagden . The 5'9"
Blagden had eight points
offensivel y while playing
ferocious defense. Melcher ,
a 5'7" guard , scored six
points while makin g several
sparkling passes. Sandy
10
Winship contributed
points and Sue Kallio
chipped in with 8.
It was an excellent week
women 's
Colby
for
The women
basketball.
round out th eir pre-finals

schedule with two more
home contests , Wednesd ay
night , December 9, against

Bates and Saturday afternoon against Franklin
Pierce.
Come on out to see an
exciting, winnin g brand of
basketba ll, You are sure to
be won over.

{photo by Laura MaeKenzie)

Therese Lan glois lays one In against Tufts. The
freshman forward Is one of Colby 's many
youn g stars.

A violent deadlock : Colby 6 Plat tsbur gh St. 6
by Don McMillan

The game was far short of a masterpiece. To quote
Colby coach Mickey Goulet , "It was not a good hockey
game. "
What it tur ned out to be was a dirt y and fairly exciting 6-6 tie between the hometown Colby White Mules
's
and the Platts burgh State Cardinals , last
v year Division
II national runner-u ps.
With the tie the Mules remain unbeaten with a 2-0-1
record . Had the Mules been able to -negate a second
period letdown and play a structured brand of hockey,
they could have won their third straight game;
The physical contest mor e t han' satisfied the appetites
of even the most violent f an , as 22 penalties were called
in the affair , includ ing an "ejection for high sticking
with intent to kill" to P it tsburgh's hitman Bob
Mathieu.
Senior goal ie P aul M aier was once again outst and ing
for the Mules. He came in with 7:00 left in the middle
per iod to re place Tim Mc Cr ystal , a sophomore who did
not have one of his better nights . Ma ier . allowed but one
goal while turn ing back nine shots.
Colby burs t out of the blocks like lightn ing and took a
3-0 first period lead. Senior Mark Ciarallo started the
scoring spree with a goal assisted by Paul Eichelroth
four and a half minutes into the game. Freshma n Rod
McGillus , who leads the t eam with seven goals , followed
with an un assisted powerpla y goal midway throu gh the
period. Eichelroth followed suit with another unassisted
powerplay tally at 16:40 to give to the Mules a three
goal advantage .
But Pla t tsbur gh State began to roll a fter star ti ng so
slow as the Cardinals went on to score five straight
goals, the first by Jean Simon Bibeau late in the first
period. Dennie Doulin scored Pittsburgh' s second goal
at 2:42 of the second period while the Cards were a man
up. Senior Gaetan D'A njou then went on a tear and
scor ed three goals in six minutes .
v
Unt il there was only one second left in the per iod
could the Mules get the the puck into the Plattsburgh
goal . Ciarallo pushe d the puck past goal ie M ike Vida
and a crowd of others in the cre a se t o br ing Colby
within one at 5-4. John Siletto and Eichelroth picked up
the assists .
Ei chelroth and Ciarallo then tall ied the ir th ird points
of the evening when Eichelroth slid in a Ciarallo re bound
to tie the score at 5-5.
Three minutes later Greg Apostle snapped a twentyf ive foot sla p shot over Vida 's left shoulder to give Colby

(photo by Todd Lachman)

Pl attsburgh goalie Mike Vida kicks out a shot while the Mules ' J ohn Siletto (16) and Mark Ciarallo (23)
go after rebound in action Saturday night. Ciarallo tallied two goals and an assist .
_____
the lead. Apostle was assistedby fellow freshmen Don
Cronin and Mike McGrath.
It appeared as . t hough the Mules would h ol d on an d
defeat the highly touted Cardinals . But with two
minutes le ft in regulat ion pla y P ittsbur gh 's designated
intimidator Dennie1 Poulih unloaded a slapshot from the
top of the face-off circle to Maier 's right that tr ickled
past the spr awling goaltender. <)n to overtime.
Tasting a reenactment of the Bowdoin OT victory of she
days previous , Colby fans and players were hyped up
for the sudden death. But the ten minutes passed
without a scoreand the game went into the re cord books
as a tie. Colby outshot their opponents 3-2 in the
overtime per iod .
The best scor ing opportun ity in OT came with just
sixteen seconds lef t when Dave Rattra y broke in alone
on Ma ier and fire d a sla pshot that Ma ier steere d wide to
preserve the tie. With one second left in the game
Poulin received a roughing penalt y-to can off the night y

This Friday night Colby will face off at home against
the University of Connecticut. Goulet feels that U.Conn
is a team with great potent ial . Although a poor squad in
'80-'81 tins year 's team has a great numb er of veterans
and they have alread y dum ped Div. II opponen t
Fram ingham State 10-1. On Saturday they lost toi
na tional champion Lowell 10-2.
Although some line change s may occur , Goulet does
not plan to chan ge Colby's aggress ive strateg y. H e
thinks that the offensive charged squad is capable of
beat ing anyone on their schedule , including Division I
University of Maine at Orono.
"Overall the team is skating hard and is playing intense hockey, " summari zed Goulet . "Should they
cont inue to pla y this way and get more out stan din g
performances from Paul Maier , we should do quite well
aga inst U .Conn Fr ida y and awa y aga inst New E n gland
College on Saturday. "

Women split first two ; seek to end UNH streak

Eweii. "we nao our chances but we let the game slip

by Arthur Jackson
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Women 's hockey split two games over the weekend ,
but the one they really wanted to win slipped away.
Colby opened their season Friday night losing to Boston
Universit y 4-3. However the Mules skated all over
Boston College the next day in a 9-1 romp.
Colby will have another chance to prove that they 're
are one of the top teams when the Mules play No. 1
U.N.H . in New Ham pshire Saturday night. U.N.H. has
not lost a game in five years , but their last loss , way
back in 1977, came at the hands of, yes Colby.
Ironicall y, C olb y is also the f irst team the Wildcats beat
in their current strea k.
"I' m an optimist , and I f eel good about this game , "
said coach Bob Ewell. "U.N.H. is still the best team
around. However , they 're not as loaded as they have
been the past two years. It would be quite a feat to be
the first team in five years to beat U.N.H. We can do it
though. "
Boston University, like Colby , has one of the top
women's hockey teams in New England , and the Mules
were out to avenge a last game loss to the Terriers last
season, Colby dominated the early part of the game,
building a 2-0, lead , but a second period blitz by. B.U.
gave the Terriers four goals and the winning edge.
"The loss was certainl y very dissapointin g," said

awa y . O ne im portan t fa ctor was that B.U . had n ine
penalt ies a nd we didn 't get one power pla y goa l ."
The key moments of the game that turned

the

momentum in B .U.'s f avor came early in that f a tef ul
second period , accord ing to Ewell . Colby scored a goal
to give them a 3-0 lead , but the goal was called back .

On the same shift B.U. scored.
"Instead of leading 3-0 it was a 2-1 game ," said
Ewell. "We became much tighter and we lost the
feeling that we were in command. The call on our goal
was question able. "
Saturday aftern oon the Mules shot down the mighty
Eagles of Boston College. 9-1. Colby scored five goals in
the first ten minutes of the game against a shorthand ed
B.C. squad and the outcom e was never in doubt after

that.

(photo by Greichcn Bean)

[ +DANGER+ ]
Congratu lations to \
SAW DOESN'T FORG IVES

Alicia Cur tain is forechecked by a Boston
Universi ty opponent during Colby 's 4-3 loss.

WATERV ILLE HOUSE of PIZZA

Tri-capta in Karen Cowles, Sue McNiven and Anne
Whittemore all had two goals aagainst the Eagle s. Jill
Watson , Cathy Conn iff and tri-c aptain Linda Churchi ll
tallied one each .
Last season B.C. beat Colby in one of their two games,
but this year 's B.C. edition is having trouble. Their AllNew England goalie from last year Peggy Camro n
graduate d and their other top player transfered . Also,
le Eagles only-had ten players on the team.
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Scrup les sacrif iced to win
Colby sports fans had a
lot of action to sample this
past weekend and the
spectators were rewarded
with a multitude of victories(five out of seven)
However , Colby 's sports
fans also got to see two
opponents whose behavi or
and attitude deviated from
the class acts that are
normally demonstrated by
visiting teams.
The
Tufts ' ' mens
basketball team and the
Plattsburgh
State mens
hockey team both showed
that , morals would not get in
the way of trying to win
games.
Tufts ' players seemed intent on provoking an
altercation with the referee
or a Colby player whenever
things didn 't go their way. .
Plattsburgh didn't wait
for any problems to crop up
in the hockey game. Their
were obvious
intentions
from the start. Plattsburgh
wante d to give as many
cheap shots to the Colby
players
as possible.
Pittsbur gh's players acted
like a bunch of animals
who are kept locked up and
then release d for "the
show."
Plattsbur gh was playing
to win the hockey game, but
playing
they
weren 't
hockey. They were playing
" cream a Colby player an d
then see if you can do some
passin g or skatin g." The
at tempt to hurt came bef ore
the a ttem pt to play .
One Plattsbur gh player
been exmust
have
disa ppointed
ceptionall y

because he had to leave the
game midway throu gh the
first per iod after he was

spotted attem pting to do

(photo by Todd Lachman)
Roughing it up in front of the net .
some carving on a Colby
player 's face. Bob Math ieu
wacked his stick across a
Colby face mask and was
officially , cha rged with
intent to injure.
Unoffi cially he could be charg ed
with "intent to kill."
Anoth er
inf amous
member of the P latts burgh
*'hockey *' team was 6'3" 225
pound Dennie Poulin .
Poulin , who rem inded me of
Frankenste in on skates ,
obviously wasn 't aware that
there was a ru l e book on
how the game should be
played.
Sadl y enough ,
Poulin 's team was Division
II national runners-u ps last
year.
Poul in was sent to the

penal ty box a number of
times, but the referees
could have cal led twice as
many penalties on him.
One of Poulin 's infract ions
was so f lagrant t hat it was
almost absurd .
Af ter
Poulin knocked down a
Colby player he proceeded
to knee and punch the
player for ten seconds.
F inall y the re f noti ced what
was going on and gave him
a penalty.
That sequence and a lot of

hockey world and is not a
sports factory .
What
was sickening
about Plattsburgh State was
that they were so blatant in
trying to hurt people.
There 's no place for such
violence in college hockey.
Teams like Plattsburgh
should be suspended until
they clean up their act.
Tufts certainly doesn't
belong in the Plattsburgh
category, but their players
displayed a definite lack of
class.
Tufts ' captain
Charlie Neal , unable to
handle the tight coverage of
Jim Gaudette , constantly
threw
his elbows at
Gaudette and twice, just
shoved Gaudette , while they
were standing together.
Tufts ' Tr oy Cooper picked
up four technical fouls in
one game remem ber for
unsportsmanlike behavior.
Cooper 's
obnoxious
behavior culminated when
he slugged Colby 's Harlan d
Storey in the jaw without
any provocation . Cooper
was tossed out of the game
af ter that dis pla y of his
boxing
ability
which
illustrated the lack of selfcontrol Cooper had shown
all night .
Part of Tufts ' strateg y
seemed to b e to get awa y
with as man y dirt y moves
as they could. The J umbos
were , tr ying to win , but the y
were lower ing themselves
in the process.
College sp orts , especially

those at the small school
level
, should not have to be
the game could have been played
t o win at wall costs.
in the movie "Slapshot"
C
olby
'
s
coaches and players
de
pi
cted
the
which vividly
wors t of hocke y . But this realize th is. Other schools
game occurred at Colby should look at their teams
College which is far wa y to see if the y can say the
professional same thin g.
from
the

Squash team hits stiff
competitio n at Williams

Carso n
Coach Laura
comment ed , "This was a
unique experience for our
On December 4-6, the team , having to play seven
men's squash team travele d matches isi three days.
to Williams College to take Personally , I was pleased
part in an eight team round with our perseverance that
robin. But as Captain Mike enabled us to have a good
Schaffer remarked , "every showing in the last day's
time we came close to matches. Despite our record
winning games, our op- at Williams , if we continue
ponents would come up with to pursue our matches with
a string of incredible shots the same effort , a winnin g
to clinch another win. " season
realistic ."
is
Although the result s for Individually, Ted Jenkins
Colby were not spectacular
played some impressive
by any means , the squad matches at the number
did not leave unnoti ced.
seven position. He lead the
team with thre e .victories .
Men beat Babson The
Mules ant icipate a
This a nnual roun d ro bi n tough match when t hey
consisted
of
William s, travel to Tufts on Friday.
Hamilton , Vassar , Babson ,
Bowdoin shuts
Columbia , Cornell , Fordham and Colby. This
out Women
year 's tournament
was
The women's team did
marked
by
several
especially strong and ex- not open it' s season in a
perien ced teams. Because very impr essive fashion
the Mules lacked both either. Alth ough Bowdoin
strength and experien ce, lost a considerable amount
their only team victory was of it' s strength and depth
a 6-1 thr ashing of Babson. x last year , the Mules were
Despite folding to six still trounced 7-6.
stron g team s, the Mules Julie Bruce and Marsha
extended
their
never/appeared to tir e or to Landaq
opponents t o five games ,
quit.
Captain Mike Schaffer but did not have what was
said,*'The other teams kept needed, to clinch a victory.
Laura ' Carson
wonder ing how we could Coach
cont inue with such effort remarked "F rom our init ial
dur ing the tournament , match , it a pp ears that our
despite our win , loss recor d . dept h lies in the bottom of
ladder . There f ore ,
I th ink that sa ys someth ing the
s
p
ecial
emphasis will be
for the future of our team ."
made
to
try and notch
Suprisingly , Colby 's best
per formance came on the victories in those lower
last da y of the tournamen t , positions , due to our fierce
when they dro pped an competition. "
extremely close5-4 match to
Fordham and came on to If it can be arranged , the
beat Babson soundly. The Mules hope to run up
team as a whole will take against Bowdoin two more
J last weekend as a learn ing times this season, to tr y and
1 exper ience, and hopes to improve upon their last
improve in ab ility in order match . The women's squad
to match this with their also has a diff icult match at
Tufts this Fr iday.
intense desire to win.

by Tom Nelson

Men 's track tops Bentle y . . . Women runners set records ¦;

who dominated the field,
winning in 9:07.1, 20 seconds
Kelly Dodge and Willie ahead of the second place
Perez lead Colby to their runner , fellow Mule Rob
first indoor track victor y Edson. Edson also finished
over any team in years on second in the mile, running
Saturday. The Mules faced a personal best of 4:17.2.
U. Maine and Bentley for Terr y Martin contributed to
the first meet of the season, the Colby 2 mile sweep
and scored well in a wide with 3rd place in 9:30.54,
l best.
ran ge of events.
UM O also a persona
Brian
Russel won
Colby
's
ended up the to p performer
the
high
jump
, clearing
in the meet , with Colby
to
beat
the
2nd , 3rd ,
6'6"
,
second and Bentley third .
and
4th
place
finishers
who
Ail-American
cross6*4"
.
all
cleared
country-country
runner
Also addin g to Colby 's 49
Dodge scored 10% points for
points
, were Jeff Wlckmen ,
Colby with wins in the 1000
place in the 35lb
with
3rd
meter race in 2:15.9 (just 2 -weight toss
and the shot
.
seconds off the school
John
Scalley
with third
put
,
record ), and the mile in
p
lace
in
the
long
j
um
p, Tom
4:15.7.
Perez was close
Pickering
with
4th
place
in
behind with 10 points. He
and
contributing
the
mile,
jumped 20:ilVfe *' for the long to Colby 's 2nd place finish
jump
victory , finished
second in the shot put wltH in the 2 mile relay ; Gus
with .4th in the 55
a throw of 43'8V4'\ and 3rd Lyons
meter
hurdles , and Art
in the 55 meter dash in 6.7 Feeley , who
also ran a leg
seconds,
relay team.
tor
the
2
mile
These two performances
The MuteS. will : be
were backed up by an
impressive 2 mile run from travelli ng to Boston this
Todd
Coffin,
an Ail- weekend for.a meet at Tufts
American runner in 1980, fJniverslty.
by Rob Baldwin

Anne Cullenbe rg, a junior
who had never run the mile
for Colby until last Satur-

day , broke the school record

by 10 seconds running a
5:09.9. She was only a foot
behind 1st place finisher Jo
Choniere of UMO .

(photo by Sarah Woodhouse)
Karen Mai k us rounds th e corner ahead of her
Maine oppon ent in tho mile.

and
Of
Cam pbell
Cullenberg Coach Bell says,
"They are very similiar in
their attitude , hardwork ing
and dedicated. Thfey are
also blessed with a lot of
talent. "
Freshman

Margaret

one
of
Cullenberg,
Maine 's top high school
runner s has been plagued
by injuries since her . freshman year and has been
unable to complete a full
season . In cross country
she placed in the top 30 in
the nation and it looks like
she is on her way to . an
outstanding indoor season.

Wimmer won the two mile
with a time of 12:20, junior
Roberta Bloom placed third
in the 880, sophomo re Rose
Francis took third in the
dash , sophomore Joyce

Marcle Campbell , a freshman
from
Portla nd,
Oregon , broke the 440
record with a time of 60.9.
Campbell also ran the last
leg of the first place 880 and
mile relays. Other members of tho relay teams are
Debbie Llndberg , a freshman , and sophomores Rose
Fr ancis and Vedy Robinson .

The meet, which featured
teams from the University
of Main land Bowdoin, "Was
a non-scored developmental
meet although unofficial
scorin g showed Colby well
ahead of Bowdoin and
slightly behind U.M.O. The
team travels to Tufts this
weekend for a meet with
Tufts and BpWdol o.

Hartwig

took

third

in

hurdles and 'junior Ellen
Maclntlre took fourth in the
2 mile.

Mixed results at Brandeis:Women win, Men fall
last year. However, while
Saturday's
meet was
Colby's first of the season,
Brandeis had already swum
four meets. As Brandeis
had already gotten off to a
good start and were in good
condition, they were in
better shape for the meet
and consequently soundly
defeated the Mules.
"Our loss was a disappointment. Brandeis is an
improving team," said
captain Eric Ridgeway.
individually,
"However,
Colby swimmers did well."

Good performances were
shown by all swimmers,
particularly
freshmen
Debbie England, Linda
Flight and Julie Engel.
New swimmers Cathy
Altrocci, Libby Wheatley,
and
Margaret
Bass
Charlotte Donlin also were
impressive.
captain
Concluded
Rogers, "Everyone gave
their best."
The men's loss was a
disappointing one for Colby,
especially since the Mules
beat Brandeis by one point

by Laurie Herlihy
The Colby swim team
season started off Saturday
at Brandeis with an 81-59
victory for the women and a
79-34 loss for the mea
The women gave Brandeis a good challenge.
According to captain Sarah
Rogers, "The team swam
well as a unit. I was proud
that everyone supported
each other. We acted as a
team and not as a bunch of
individuals."

Scott Dow and Rick Craig pulled in all but two of the
both swam personal bestsin first places, Colby followed
the 400 medley relay. Craig with many second and third
broke a minute for the 100 places to demonstrate
fly, and Doug Brown, who Colby's depth. For most of
has only been with the team the swimmers , this was
for a week, had an out- their first time competing
standing performance in the for Colby.
200 butterfly event. Eric
Diving competitively for
Ridgeway and Sandy
the
first time, Mark Farmer
Whaitley earned the two
did
well in both the one and
Colby firsts: Ridgeway
meter events.
three
swimming 2O0 fly and
Whaitley swimming 200
breaststroke.
According to Ridgeway,
Many of the races were
was a fun meet.
"It
close.
While Brandeis

Aerob ics

Badminton

INSTRUCTOR

DAYS

TIME

Ms. Pluck

M-W

A-8-.30 -10:00 am
B-10:30 - 12:00 noon
C-1:30-3:00 pm

Ms. Pluck

Conditioning

M-W

Mr. Wescott

T-T

Men 's Hockey

A-8:30-10:00am
8-10:30-12:00 noon
C-1:30-3:00 pm

at T u ft s

U. Conn.

Men's Squash
Women's Squash
at T u f t s

Conditioning

Mr. DeLorenzo

Individualized

See Mr. DeLorenzo

FencinS

Mr. Mscisz

Tues.

6:00 - 8:30 pm

Maine Woods Skills

Mr. Bell

TBA

1st meeting-Tues. Jan. 5
1:30 pm,Classroom

Racquetball

Mr Kopp

TT

A-8:30-10:00 am
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C-1:30-3:00 pm

The Pou,ins

To Be

Self Defense
($10.00 per season)

Mr. Kittrell

Tues.
Thurs.

A-2:30-5:00 pm
8-6:00 - 8:30 pm

Skating

Mr. Ewell

M-T-W-T-F

11:30-12:30

lnt./Adv. Squash

Mr. Covell

Hillside Farms

Swim Individualized

Mr. White

lnt./Adv. Tennis

Ms. Carson

Yoga ,
($10.00 per season)

Ms. McMullin

M-W
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Franklin fierce
at UNH

A-8:30 - 10:00 am
8-10:30-12:00 noon
C-1:30 !¦3:00 pm

Sporting &Athletic

Men 's Track

Women's Baske tball

Student must attend 10}$ hours of classes for one season of physical education credit.
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Men's Hocke y

A-8:30 - 10.00 am
. 8-10:30-12:00 noon
C-1:30-3:00 pm

.
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Dec 12

Arranged 1st meeting-Tues. Jan. 5
4:00 pm,Classroom

srms^azsB
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The women's next meet
will be against SalemState
at home on January 7. The
men compete next at home
against Bates on January 9.
Since both squads will be
swimming many home
meets in January, the
swimmers welcome any
support. ,

Dec 11

A-8:30-10:00 am
8-10:30-12:00 noon
C-T:3Q-3:00 pm

,eye,s
R^inL"a"
\
($8.00 per class)

point to improve upon for
the season."

The Week
In Sports

Jan Plan Physica l Educat ion

ACTIVITY

Everyone had a good tune.
YNow we have a starting
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j
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Fr om the Editor

Letters

After exams

Take a break , but don 't relax

If you 're a Colby student return ing home for the holidays , have a
good vacation , but don 't get too relaxed. This year 's break is one of
the shortest in the college 's histo ry, due in part to a questionable
reorganiza tion of the school calendar.
There are only eight days between the end of make-up exams and
the beginnin g of Jan Plan , a fact which at the very least will cause
serious inconvenience to many students. Those who live more than a
day 's drive away from the college are faced with spending at least
half their vacation in the car and spending Christmas on the road , or
w ith shelling out large fees for airline transportation . The short
vacation m a y also be the deciding factor for some students as to
whether or not to spend Jan Plan on campus.
The short break was partially caused by the fact that Labor Day
was extremely late this year . School officials did net want to begin
classes before that date in order to a llow students to take seasonal
jobs. A newly-instituted one week break between Jan Plan and the
beginning of the second sem ester is also an important ,, factor.
Although this break has som e merit , it w ould benefit m ore student^ if
it were added onto Christmas br eak and the beginning of the January
Program were postponed . The exam ination week is a tim e of high
pressure for all students. A significant vacation at the end of this time
before returning to academia is important to preserve the morale , if
not the sanity, of the student body. Eight or ten d a y s is simply not
enough , especially with the strictly academic nature of the new credit
Jan Plans.
The administration has made an effort to reduce the pre ssure of
finals by instituting a four-day reading period prior to the start of
exams. As this period has evolved th is semes ter , however , it might
as well be elim inated and be incorporated into the vacation. If this
tim e is to serve its original purpose , a moratorium must be m ade on
all take-home finals due before the regularly scheduled examination
time. In addition , if finals are rescheduled -- to during this period , as
severa l ha ve been this semester - the new tim e should be optional to
the individual rather than the class as a whole. If this is not done ,
then the period will eventually becom e an extended part of finals and
serve no purpose whatsoever.

The 'label 9: pee l it off and throw it off
To the Editor :
Those connected with
Colby are often strapped
with the Ivory Tower label
and are also accused of
ignoring the Waterville
community.
All faculty,
staff and students can lay to
rest these misconceptions.
Send me your labels from
Campbell soups, V-8 Juice,
and Swanson's products.
Borrkside
School
is

collecting these labels to
supplement our supplies of
audio-visual and playground
equipment. With budgets
being crunched, you can
help out:
We need thousands, as it
takes over one thousand
labels just to get a dodge
ball. When you go home for
the holidays , please raid
your
parents' pantry,
stripping them of all ap-
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propriate labels,
I beg of yon, please, to
send me tons of labels
through the campus mail.
There is a school-wide
contest to see which room
can collect the most labels.
After this past soccer
season. I'd really like to win
again.
Thanks,
Mark Serdjenian
c-o the Fieldhouse
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Stude nt comp lains that new
evaluation forms are useless
To the Editor :
I fully realize that several
articles and "letters to the
editor" have already been
written on the subject of
signing student evaluation
forms and this letter
perhaps may be cast off as
just one more, yet I feel
compelled to express my
disappointment in this new
system of "improving the
college curriculum. "
I completed my first
college evaluation form last
week and I am now
thoroughly convinced of
their uselessness. The
questions leave the student
little option but to state in
very general terms whether
the course and the professor
met with the student's
approval. Several of my
fellow students , have advocated not signing the
evaluation forms. Yet, what
purpose will this action
serve if only one or two
students in a class are
willing to boycott the new
course
evaluation
procedure?
In the first place, the
faculty frankly doesn't care
if a handful of students don't
sign their forms. That
means simply less paper
work for them . Secondly, an
individual professor or
department chairman could
easily deduce who the
students are that did not
sign their forms simply by
the process of elimination
when he compares the
signed forms of the
majority to his class roster.
Colby College is wasting
its time with the new
evaluation procedure. I
know few students who
presently will complete the
forms with total honesty.
Freshmen, Sophomores and
Juniors are especially hurt

by the new system. They
are well aware of the
possibility of receiving the
very same professor they
are evaluating for another
course in the future. It is
my
belief
that
the
possibility of facing this
professor after a completely
candid and often critical
evaluation will result in
very unfavorable results.
It was brought to my
attention that under the new
system, irrelevant commentaries and profanity
ultimately
would
be
eliminated. So, too, will the
honest yet often critically
candid evaluation of the
course be lost. When a
fellow classmate told me of
the feedback he received
after his candid evaluation
of a particular course by-his
professor I was appauled.

The professor publicly
against this
retaliated
student's criticisms and
served ultimately to not
only embarass the student,
but also degrade the
professor.
When one must consider
that the results of his
opinions may personally
offend another or influence
the sentiments of he who is
evaluated in the future, it
may be difficult for one to
be candid.
I feel the college
evaluation forms in principle are a good idea, but I
feel that in practice, unless
the student signatures
become once more optional
the college is thus exerting
time and effort for an
ultimately hopeless cause.
Kathryn

Soderberg

We sure need B&G!
I want to thank Buildings not glamorous, nor is it
The Colby
and
Grounds
for respected.
responding so quickly to my student expects everything
call on Sunday night, to run like clock work, and
regarding lack of heat in when it does not, it is the
my room, I called around fault of B&G.
Give them a break. They
8:00 p.m. and within ten
are basically running this
minutes a man arrived.
This is not the first instance school. We could survive
in which B & G has taken without Cotter, but we could
survive
without
care of a problem in record not
Buildings & Grounds. My
time.
The Colby community thanks go out to the courshould
recognize
the teous efficiency of B & G.
generally good work of B &
G. Their j ob certainly is Whistle Wood
The ECHO encourages letters to the editor.
Letters must be received by Monday night before
publication and must be signed, although the
author's name will be withheld upon request. All
editorials are the opinion of the editor only. Commentaries are the opinion of the author only, and do
not necessarily reflect the opinion of the ECHO.

Opinion
Everybody do the varsity rag
class wanted to write a
weekly column criticizing
Yes to you Sandy Maisel, the ECHO? Give me a
and to you Phil Glouchevitz, break. The ECHO has never
claims
of
and you, too, Mary Glenn asserted
and Leah Maher. Things flawlessness, nor have you
are not that bad! The and your class offered
Administration does not legitimacy for your..."inintentionally thwart student sight." When is the last
lwli , nor does the Echo take time Coach Kopp invited
great pains to immorally you and your class to the
harbor nameless Mighty training room to offer a few
Mice. Institutions, ad- pointers? Assuming your
goal was to produce a better
and
ministrations,
organizations are not the paper, would you not have
chains you accuse of been better served by
prohibiting your happiness. submitting an example of
You are your own shackles! that which is better? Some
. To whine about "The say the best teaching is
Administration" or about through example; the best
"Student Apathy " is to learning, by following.
the
committ
limp loudLow-life,
gutless, sphiejess and mouthing is much easier,
Particularly
pointless crime of in- however.
difference. Organization is because most of us are
not responsible for your uncontrollably whirling in
freedom-you are respon- its cycle.
But really, truly, things
sible for your freedom.
i
are
not that bad. This is not
Phil, your
comments
regarding
Colby's food ,to assert that all is wonHardly.
But
service triggered suspicion.-derful.
How committed are you to organization is not after our
your complaints? How tails. And we musn't treat it
much do you really care? as some sort of malinLike the child who screams i tentioned villain, steeped in
to exercise his lungs and ferocious whims. A positive
reaffirm his existence, you outlook, commitment to
and
lots of
lashed out with your pen. opinion
the
motivation
will
save
A little conviction and
clinging
ship
quicker
than
motivation would have
perhaps served you better , to the towel of resignation.
i So Bag the Rag !
than a letter.
And Sandy. Come on. Are|I Motivatedly,
' you for real? You and your i Ingrid MacFarlane
To all Colby Rags:

Tis the season to be j olly
I toyed with several ideas on what to write my
Charles Dickens'- classic "A Christmas Carol," a
last "ju st a thought..." column of the year about. I
near-perfect celluloid embodiment of the Christmas
considered the basic, "thanks - for - reading " type
Spirit - played on campus Wednesday night. But
of thing, but they always seem to come out soun- (-\ how many had the time to see it?
ding so corny on paper. You know , "golly gee" V \
So, what's the point, Steve? Abolish finals? Put
kind of stuff. And besides, who cares?
an
end to term papers? Elect Santa Claus to
Then I thought of writing a belated commentary \\ \\ replace Bill Cotter?
on the new policy of signing student evaluation
forms, a controversy which somehow slipped past
me last week. But I dismissed that idea, too,
because the thing seems so cut and dry. The
faculty is wrong. Case closed. In fact, rumours
were circulating earlier in the week that the faculty
had reconsidered, and was planning to rescind the
vote at their next meeting.
That left me with two ideas: Christmas Spirit,
and finals. While I was pondering these two topics,
I found myself looking upon them as two opposing
forces. One tells that this is a special time of year,
"the season to be jolly." The other tells us that 'tis
the season for intense pressure, large quantities of
coffee-chugging, all-night academic stands, and
term paper deadlines.
As I look around campus, the latter force seemed
to be getting the best of Colby College. Chestnuts
aren't being roasted over open fires, although I can
hear the awful sizzling of burnt-out minds. Bells
aren't j ingling, except in the halls of Lovejoy. Halls
are being decked, but with final exam schedules
and official notices, not holly. There aren't handcrafted facsimiles of Frosty the Snowman, only
muddy puddles in front of Roberts Union. There 's a
No, that's not the point . It's not that I wouldn 't
conspicuous lack of decorated trees, electric canenjoy an absence of finals, it's just that I wouldn 't
dles on window sills, spray can snow on dormitory
see pursuit of such a policy as a particularl y good
windows, Christmas carols echoing in the crisp
use of my time - especially as precious as it is these
December air.
days.
But most of all, tlie spirit is lacking. The extra
My point is that these two forces - Christmas
smiles and pats on the back, are in shortage. And I
Spirit
and Finals Fatigue - do not have to work as
haven't heard Alvin the chipmunk's version of
conflicting
forces. They can be combined , the
"Santa Claus is Corning to Town" blasting from
former helping to ease the latter. Sure, finals are a
dorm windows much, of late. Where is that special
bummer, and the ultimate damper on the ChristChristmas euphoria?
mas Spirit. But they ain 't goin' anywhere, so why
I'm afraid it's being pushed aside by the
not make the best of the situation. Grab some
pestering worry of fiaial exams. They seem to have
Christmas
Spirit , and let that spirit move you a monopoly on our thoughts these days. If you do
right past finals week and beyond.
get to Hit the sack, it's not visions of sugar plums
Don 't procrastinate. Grab the Spirit'right now.
that dance in your bead, but rather derivatives, or
Make
a snowman. Sing a carol. Decorate a tree.
chemical equations, or psychological theories.
Roast a chestnut or j ingle a bell. Because regarAround Colby these days, the phrase "you 'll go
dless of your chem final or your calculus final , or
down in history " refers not to the reward bestowed
your government paper that was due last week, 'tis
upon Rudolph for his heroic exploits as Santa 's redstill the season to be jolly .
nosed guide. Rather, it refers to what will happen
~ ofl
to your grade if you don't study for your Moss final.

Skowbo's role clarified

*
To Don McMillan .

I want to thank you for
clearing up some confusion
regarding the role of the
faculty here at Colby. Until
you pointed out that our job
is to serve students , many
of us had believed we were
here to teach them ! I don't
blame you for urging
students not to "allow tlie
faculty to get away with
this " -- after all , who wants
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uppity servants? If you'll
excuse me, I'll dash for the
nearest closet and change
into my maid's uniform.
Perhaps I could get better
my
from
evaluations
students if I offered them
tea and cookies instea d of
an education.
Deferentially yours,
Diane Skowbo
Psychology Department
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¦ Letters Student arid former Echo theater critic fi ght fire with fire : defend the play reviewer
To
the
Editor,
I am writing in response
to the two vicious smears
directed
against Adam
Bolonsky as a theatre critic
hi last week's ECHO.
Evi dently,
two theater
afficianados found Bolonsky 's review of Ten Lit tie
Indians objectionable. One
letter writer was sufficiently galled to impugn
upon Mr. Bolosky's disinterestedness. Yet this same
Cretan was too cowardly to
put his-her name behind hisher words'.
Perhaps
this gutless
vendetta was undertaken by
a spurned lover of Mr.
Bolonsky.
Or, maybe a
member of Ms. Smith's
family took exception to Mr.
penetrating
.Bolonsky's
critique. Alas , we will never
know wh o wrote this whollv
personal attack , since the
writer did not have the
temerity to identify himselfherself.
We can, however, fi n d
some fault with X's analysis
of Bolonsky's review. First,
X expresses disappointment
that this year's reviewers
haven't lived up to the
standards promised by
Powder and Wig.. Of course
X must have
forgotten that Powder and
Wig has no control over
reviewers. And well they
don't , for X must surely
realize that the requirement
of prior
approval
of
reviewers by Powder and
Wig would constitute a
threa t to the integrity of
the ECHO.
Then X proposes the
known fact of Bolonsky's
and Lisa Smith' s ( Ten Little
Indian 's director) rivarly,
thereby hoping to disqualify
Bolonsky .
While
such
allegations are difficult to
m eet , and sinister in intent,
they can be overcome.
First , Bolonsky cannot
possibly be competing with
Smith qua director because
Bolonsky has never directed
a play. To wit, X's letter
was supposed to talk about
Bolonsky 's review and not
his personality . •

Yet X s obviously personal atlack continues.
Calling Bolonsky 's critique
of one actor unfair because
'Bolonsky 's acting is not
better , X implies that only
Gold Medal winners and
Nobel Prize winners are fit
to be critics. The problem
is, of course, that X
mistakes Bolonsky qua
actor for Bolonsky qua
critic. Bolonsky, like Robert
Brustien , may in fact be a
horrible actor ( through I
don't think so) , but this in
no way relates to his
literary virtuosity . In fact ,
Bolonsky has reviewed for
major newspapers and is
quite an experienced, accomplished critic.
Finally,. X fails to appreciate Bolonsky's critique
of Carol Eisenberg , calling
it "far from constructive. '-' I
understand this is the same
reaction that Truffaut' s
grandmother had to Stanley
Kaufmann's panning of the
latest Truffaut film.
Having disposed of the
yellow -bellied X's comments] on Bolonsky's
review, let me now turn to
Mr. Ames, who , at least,
had the decency to sign his
letter .
Ames apparently believes
that because there are so
few actors at Colby, and he
may in the future act with a
given cri tic, all members of
the theatre community
should
refrain
from
criticism in order to ensure
harmony. There are some
serious problems with this
attitude.
First, it proscribes selfcriticism . Without such
criticism , there can be no
honest and open evaluation
of performances and shows.
I believe it is better to tell
someone the truth, than to
mislead them as to their
talent.
Grante d, bad blood may
now exist between Bolonsky
and those he criticized , but
an actor as professional as
Mr. Ames surely puts
personal feelings in his back
pocket once on the-stage.
And if he does not, then it

is up to the director to mak e
sure that he does.
Ames.may not realize-it ,
thea tre groups n -eed not be
one big happy family. The
very existence of criticism
may spur improvement ,
while the lack of a.ny
critical eye leads to hapless
stagnation.
Finally, Ames questions
the point of. Bolonsky's
review. 1 can think of
several. First , Bolonsky
shared with the campus - Ms
honest appraisal of a play.
Second , the college paper
gave a willing student a
chance to exercise Ms
obvious literary and critical
talents. Lastly, somebody
finally said more than ten
different ways of how each
actor did well.

In fact , Bolonsky's review
was enlightening. Next time
Ms. Smith direc t1; a play, I
may well opt for Bison
Night instead. There, at
least, I'll get ' , it.y money's
worth.
Tlie way I see it, because
had
the
Bolonsky
Promethean courage to set
down the truth as he saw it,
he has been accused of bias,
envy and lying to boot . Is
this a libera l reaction Jo the
free and open interplay of
ideas? Or would these two
rather
letter-writers
exercise prior restraint on
honest,
albeit
shrill,
criticism?
Sincerely,
David Marcus

Sick of the . Puritans

No five finger discount
To the Editor

I ask . the fraternities to
look at how this makes
them, and ultimately all
Colby students , appear to
outsiders, and I ask them
next year to have their
pledges buy, gr6w, build (it
doesn't matter which) a
tree for the house.

Why is it that each year
around this time, frat row's
pledges are sent out on
some dark night to steal a
Christmas tree? lt seems
to me that illegally cutting
down and
stealing a
Christmas
tree
from
someone's lawn really isn't
Merry Christmas - or is it
part of the season's festive Bah Humbug?
holiday spirit - you know ,
"ho ho ho" and all that.
Name witheld by request
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In regards to the Dec. 3 Colby theatre, and are, lik e
letter from a disenchanted the proverbial wiseguy, just
trying to make trouble at
theatregoer :
the expense of Bolonsky and
former
critics?
Dear ''Disenchanted'' :
Reading through your
As a.-former theatre critic of
Colby College plays, I can letter again, I can only
say with confidence that I conclude . tha t you" must
never wrote an "everything have ' wa tched the play
through
rose-colored
was spectacular" review.
Bolonsky was
If I felt criticism was glasses.
necessary , I gave it. I perfectly right " in his obresent
you r
obviously jection , to the play's corny
misinformed attitude about ending. How bloody likely
how reviews were written is it that two supposedly
sane people would embrace
last year.
Second, no one "forced passionately when dead
read Adam people are scattered all
vou" to
Bolonsky's play review, about the house?
although your spinelessness If you have some personal
may be assumed by the fact gripe with Bolonsky (mayb e
that you did not. find it he checked out a reference
necessary to sign your book overnight that you
wanted, or took the last
letter.
To imply that Bolonsky piece of cheesecake tha t
and Lisa Smith are rivals is you were eyeing), I suggest
absurd. I have yet to come you settle it with him in
up with a role that both another way. Attacking not
would be competing for, only his writing but his
and , as Bolonsky has never acting is low, contemptible,
been a director, your and far more deserving of
assumptions reveal an even the title "childish game"
than Bolonsky's review.
more befuddled mind.
Are you, in fact, a freshman who knows nothing Brigitte Raquet about the past years of Waterville

Ec'10 ofilce 3rd floor Roberts.

To the Editor :
¦I just wanted to say that
I'm really sick of the
' Okay, John
Puritans.
Winthrop 's "city upon a
predestination ,
hill,"
Adam's original sin, Roger
Thomas and Rhode Island,
the Synod of Dart, the
corrupt Church of England ,
and
Anne
Bradstreet
the
Taylor,
Edward

covenant of grace. Enough
already,
This is like the sixth time
that I've been through it at
Colby and I can 't handle it
Even the
any . more.
of
Ben
Autobiography
Franklin is really pushing
it. Thank you.
A Junior American Studies
Major

A snowman kidnapp ed
To the Editor :
We hope t h at certa in
people are satisfied with
th eir eff ort to create a
traffic hazard in front of
on
Mary
Low-Coburn
Sunday. Considering it took
five people to move the
snowman , it was quite an
effort.

the

^^Hove

We had a lot of fun
gigantic
our
building
snowman on th e lawn bu t
they obviously thought .it
would look better in the
middle of the road. It's too
bad that poeple can't resist
being destructive.
Susan Bailey
Carla Thompson
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Lots of pe ople love N ew York

A tribut e to radical Roger
To th e Editor:

More than being a personal
expression
of
emotions, this commentar y
pays a tribute from the
senior class to Prof. Roger
Bowen who will not be here
next semester to see us
gra duate.
Among the
professors who have taught
us to be ready for a world
that is expecting to see us
as future leaders , he has a
very special place in
broadening
our
minds
beyond the limits of
everyday events, and in
teaching us to be subjective
evaluators of "good" and
"bad" of the world around
us, however relative those
terms may be.
Prof. Bowen's teaching
efforts have also been in
trying to make Colby
students accept different
world views, views that
have been / banned from
many minds as unacceptable ,
radical s and
dangerous.
Prof. Bowen has always
been the encourager and
initiator of any movement
that
involved
student
part icipation
and
the
shaping of the Colby environment. In the hectic
days of the Colby Unite
movement two years ago,
he promoted
students '
rights to have a say in
academic and social affairs
at Colby.
In the South Africa stock
divestment issue, he carried
the flag against racism , and
showed many of us that
somethin g could be done

even about remote injustice
if people put their will and
determination into action .
Subjectivity has been the
charact eristic he valued the
most, since one must feel
the magnitude of commitment within himself
before def endin g any cause.
Those who followed only
because of the fear from
authority or just to have a
new kind of "excitement"
were condemned to failure
themselves , and they would
pull the whole cause with
them. ' . , .
Bowen's subjectivit y in
classes led to hot ar guments
among his students where
they could realize their
position on the world affairs.
This health y
discovery of one's stand on
the world issues also meant
the overcome of one of the
highest barriers in one's life
of political participation.
Self-satisfaction could only
be reach ed with inand
this
volvement,
would be
involvement
realized throu gh defining
and
one's perspective
carrying out the ideals that
it necessitates durin g one's
lifetime. A much healthier
environment of discussion
could thus be created and
facts be presented to
than
everyone , rather
anythin g that is new be
called "deviant" and be
suppressed in a homogenous
Pro f .
environment.
Bowen's major strength at
this point has been his openmindedness and acceptance
of criticism. Without these

two, subjectivity would only
lead to authoritarianism ,
with the perspective of the
powerful being the norm in
society, as it is today in
many groups we live in.
But through
accepting
change for the better ,
human mind and existance
can be enhanced , and
justice can be achieved for
all.
So, Bowen is going away
for a semester , and the
senior class will be
graduating in his absence.
To those of who learned to
think freely, to see _ the
many
existence
of
variations in realit y and to
defend our stands upon the
world issues with openmindedness, it is sad to see
him going. Yet this is also
a happy occasion to be able
to' express gratitude for
what he is, for what he has
shown to us and added to
our personalities. Yes, it is
sad to see him going, after
Prof. Birge went to a
separate way two years
ago, but we want to tell him
that
we will always
remember him as a man
with vast ener gy and
concern for all of life
around him.
Among the world of the
ordinary, Sir Roger , was
one of the very few who
could climb up to the
heavens
of
the
extraordinar y.
Haluk Gokhan Nural

To-the Editor ;
I find it ra ther necessary
to reply to your impressions
city which
pf—the
you expressed in your
column last week. Your
impressions were quite
shallow, to say the least,
and obviously negative.
As a result I have enclosed a quote which appeared in the Village Voice
recently. It describes the
same scene you did only it
conveys a completely different impression. I think
this impressi on is worth
considering for it reveals
the way I and many other

New Yorker s look at their
home and thus may
enlighten those who feel the
city is completely impersonal and emotionless.
The quote expresses the
feelings of a lady and her
sister as they walk up Fifth
Ave. "We instinctively
slipped into the rhythm , and
chattered and trotted , past
the airline offices, the great
stores , Godiva Chocolatier ,
St. Patrick 's, Steuben.
There
was
music
everywhere : church ~bells,
sidewalk chamber groups ,
steel drums , jazz quartets ,
violinists, folksingers. No
sooner did one fade away
than another would swell

up. Heels tapping on
pavement , dogs barking,
car horns , laughter , phrases
hangin g in mid air as
pedestrians hurried byeveryone that day flushed
with
the
peculiarly
Manhattan self-importance :
this isn't the center of the
universe , this is the
universe , and since I' m
here , I' m important too. My
sister and I laughed . at it,
. pointing out the cockatoo
costumes
and
circus
posturings that surr ounded
us
at
each
street
j crossin g..."
Ryan

Mike

Than ks to the Oxfa m fos ters
To the Editor:
We would like to take this
opportunit y to thank all
those who took part in the
Oxfam fast on Thursday,
November 19th. A total of
500 people fasted all day
which raised $1343 for
EightyOxfam projects.
five dollars was donated by
those who were unable to
fast.
We would like to extend
our special thanks to
several grou ps for their
help:
the New Worl d
Coalition , the Newman
Council, and the Chris tian
Fellowship, and all those
individuals who checked at
the dining halls . We would
like to acknowledge the
generosity of the donation of

cider throughout the day
and the cooperation of Mr.
Paul O'Connor and the
entire Seller's staff. We
would also like to thank the
coffeehouse manager for
the use of the room for the
fasters.

We were pleased with the
outcome and grateful for all
the support extended to us
and the fasters.
Maura Cassidy
Mary White

...but not the f rats
even one wat er balloon or
cup full of beer has been
thrown in my direction (of
course we' ve only had snow
for a week). You boys ought
to be proud of your
remarkable . achievements ,
but literar y and scientific
Institutions...?

To the Editor :

I would like to thank those
members of frat row who in
the past felt it their duty to
harass me and other
members of my sex. To
date „ I have only been
verbally
abused
and
propositioned three times See you at room draw ,
Ms fall. Furthermore , not Sue Miller

Better Alcohol Repsponsibility expands goals

Dear Editor ,
As co-chair persons of
B.A.R., we thou ght we'd
take a little time to expand
upon the goals and particulars of our group. The
stated goal of B.A.R. is to
help create an atmosphere
of responsible dr inking
where the sentiment of
"drinkin g for the sake of
drinking " no longer applies .
Contrary to popular belief ,
BAR does not advocate an
campus ,
alcohol-free
However , BAR realizes that
Colby College must respect
Maine state law with regard
to alcohol .
Our committment is not to the
" enf orcemen t " of the law ;
our primar y function is to
educat e, and this is where
we will concentrate most.
There are alcohol related

problems on all college
campuses , and Colby is no
exception. BAR will continue to address specific
areas and concer ns that
effect the entire Colby
communit y. We hope that
by educatin g people as to
the effects of alcohol consumption , providin g outlets
for discussion and counseling and also thr ough the

W

promotion of responsible
behavior where alcohol is
concerned , people will make
intelligent
decisions
regarding drinking '.
As it stands now, BAR is
an ad-hoc committee with
no legislative power. In
other words , we consist of
concerned students , administrators , and faculty ;
people who just want to

make Colby a better place
to live. Suggestions and
ideas are always appreciated.
Sincerely,
Better Alcohol
sibility
Co-chairs:
Rob English
Donna Curra n
Skip Neville
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The exciting new selection of the best and mon recent animate d
works from all over the world highlighted by award winners
from Cannts. Annecy, and other festivals , plus Academ y
*w ard Nominees,
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ACROSS FROM STERN'S ENTRANCE ON THE CONCOURSE

•COMPLETE LINE OF CONTAC T LENS & EYE CARE SUPPLIES
WEDNESDAY IS ALL CITIZEN'S DAY
-10% OFF ON ALL NON-SALE MERCHANDISE
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Onion Rings FREE With Every Party of Four With Colby I.D.
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Fri. Mon. 7:00 & 9:30; also Sat. & Sun. 1:00 pm
^
Theatre Closoj Dec. 15*25 to give our
employees a well deserved rest '.
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The Information -Mana gement Institute Imrfte s You
to Apply For Admission to a
J anuary Master Class at the Center For Problem-Solving

-

SPEED READING :

- GETTING INTO THE GRADUATE
SCHOOL OF YOUR CHOICE .- THE PROBLEM OF CAREER
LIFESTYLE DESIGN:
- PROBLEM- SOLVING AS
INFORMATION-MANAGEMENT :
- THE AESHETICS OF PROBLEMSOLVING :

Academic—Professional Readi ng as an
Infor mation-Management Skill
Informa tion-Mana gement is the Key

Avoiding the Young Profe ssionals Most
Common Mistake
The Key to Effective Problem -Mana gement

The Problem-Manager as Artist; Writer
and Peace-Maker

The J anuary Master Classes are Conducted by
R. Hai is Hilgermann of Chicago—Bo gton — Nurnbe rg
University/Corporate Conmkanl \Author and Entrepreneur

For Registration Infor mation :
Call The CENTER FOR PROBL EM-SOL VING STUDIES :
If Lines are Busy: 563 *3112

832-7666

